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CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Introduction

Despite our space achievements and the fact that many other
countries are now trying to emulate our public school systems,
American education is under attack for the inequalities of educa
tional opportunity that exist.

The current interest in account

ability, performance contracting, teaching machines, voucher systems,
and forced busing are just a few of the symptoms of dissatisfaction
with the present classroom environment.
Alvin Toffler (1970) stated that education must shift into the
future tense.

In his book Future Shock he stated that the prime

objective for education must be to increase the individual's "copeability"— the speed and economy with which he can adapt to continual
change.

Bennis and Slater (1968) believed teaching how to live with

ambiguity, to identify with the adaptive process, to make a virtue
out of contingency, and to be self-directing would be the tasks of
education, the goals of maturity, and the achievement of the success
ful individual.

Students must learn how to learn.

The demand for

increased accountability on all fronts will force educational lead
ers to open the closed classroom doors and observe teaching behavior
and evaluate the classroom climate.

Teaching behavior is the most

potent single, controllable factor that can alter learning

1
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opportunities in the classroom (Flanders 1970).
Since the early 1950's a number of researchers have focused
their attention on teacher pupil interaction in the classroom.

The

concept of classroom interaction refers to the chain of events which
occur one after the other, each occupying only a small segment of
time.

Current classroom interaction patterns, according to early

studies, appear to be more conducive to conformity than to creativity.
Evidence to date would seem to suggest that teachers usually tell
pupils what to do, how to do it, when to start, when to stop, and how
well they did whatever they did.

In short much classroom interaction

is teacher oriented and not pupil oriented.
While there are many techniques for measuring classroom behavior
by systematic observation, Ned Flanders (1970) has developed one of
the most sophisticated techniques for observing classroom climate to
date.

His ten category system is unique in that it preserves a cer

tain amount of information regarding the sequence of behavior.

This

system accounts for events that do, in fact, occur not what the
teacher thinks is happening or what teachers "ought" to be doing.
For all, except the most gifted teachers, there seems to be a gap
between fairly good intentions and the teaching behavior which
occurs in the classroom.

Silberman (1971) stated that educators must

realize that how they teach, and how they act may be more important
than what they teach.

Interaction analysis is a tool of action

that can be used to contribute objective information about the
classroom environment and teacher verbal behavior.
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Classroom environment information can also be gained by systema
tic feedback from the students themselves.

Student opinions of

teachers and classroom climate comprise one of the best means cur
rently available to identify and measure specific characteristics
viewed as essential to the teaching and learning process.

Students

are in constant contact with the teacher and observe the behavior
in a number of situations.

Constant contact may account for the

high reliability of student ratings and the ability of a class to
agree and differentiate between absence or presence of certain
teacher verbal behavior.
It was the concern of the writer that much more research was
needed about the specific dimensions of the classroom environment,
for which the teacher and other educational leaders have a great
responsibility.

Educational leaders need to know about the latest

concepts in team management, school finance, management by objectives,
and a host of other subjects, but unless they can bring about impor
tant changes behind the classroom door between teacher and pupils,
their impact will be small.

To change teaching patterns would re

quire new and better systematic feedback techniques.

Both student

opinions and verbal interaction analyses are currently being used
as feedback instruments to improve the quality of classroom in
struction.

It was the intent of the research study to utilize both

the behavior and perceptive techniques together to determine if there
existed a relationship between student opinions in the classroom and
selected objective verbal interaction patterns in the classroom.
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Problem

The overall purpose of this study was to determine if a rela
tionship existed between classroom verbal interaction patterns and
student opinion patterns.

Are student perceptions of classroom

environment related to the actual classroom environment as measured
by interaction analysis?
The specific objectives of the study were to answer the follow
ing questions:
1.

What are the relationships between student opinions

and classroom verbal interaction patterns?
2.

a.

What are the relationships between student opinions

and classroom verbal interaction patterns for black students and
white students?

b.

Do relationships between student opinions and

classroom verbal interaction variables vary significantly by race?
c.

What are the relationships between black student opinions and

black verbal interaction patterns?
3.

a.

What are the relationships between student opinions

and verbal interaction patterns for second grade, fourth grade,
seventh grade, and tenth grade students?

Do the relationships

between student opinions and verbal interaction patterns vary
significantly with grade levels?
4.

a.

What are the relationships between student opinions

and classroom verbal interaction patterns for students in high socio
economic classes, middle socio-economic classes, and low socio
economic classes?

b.

Do the relationships between student opinions
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and classroom verbal interaction patterns vary significantly with
the socio-economic level of the class?
5.

What are the correlations between different questions

on the student opinion questionnaire?

Assumptions

It was assumed that:
1.

Interaction analysis is the most objective tool at

present to observe teacher-student verbal behavior.
2.

The slightly modified student opinion questionnaire

(SOQ) was a reliable and useful instrument to obtain students'
perceptions of much of their classroom climate.
3.

Classroom climate information is best gained through

analyzing both verbal interaction patterns and students' perceptions
of related questions.
*K

Since students remained anonymous in their participa

tion and teachers did not administer the student opinion questionnaire,
students' opinions were freely and honestly given.

Importance of the Study

Numerous teachers have utilized student feedback to obtain some
measure of effectiveness of their teaching style.

Fewer teachers

have also gained some insight about their teaching styles through
feedback of interaction analysis techniques.

Research has been done

in both these areas, as well as in other areas of classroom climate.
Yet in examining the research literature, the writer found little
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actual research that compared student perceptions of what was
happening with what was actually happening as measured by systematic
observation through interaction analysis.
This study is valuable for the following reasons:
1.

Several relationships between classroom overt behaviors

and student perceptions of classroom behaviors may be established.
2.

Relationships between teaching behavior and its

consequences may have great impact on pre-service and in-service
training of teachers.
3.

Teaching strategies may have to be revised to obtain

more positive student attitudes.
The increased availability of computer services to the
classroom may make educational leaders more willing to utilize inter
action analysis systems as tools to refine verbal and non-verbal
teaching patterns.
5.

Student grade levels, race, and socio-economic variables

may need to be examined when selecting appropriate teaching patterns.

Limitations of the Study

One major limitation was that the data were gathered from a
field experiment.
variables.

There was no experimental manipulation of

Control of variables was aided to some extent by collect

ing and analyzing data related to many of them, yet there were inter
vening variables related to student reactions to the teacher, the
class, and to each other that were not controlled.
A further limitation of the study was the time of the year
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that the data were collected.

The last three weeks of school may

not be most representative of the typical classroom climate.

Overview of the Report

The organization of this report beyond the present chapter is
as follows:
Chapter II, Rationale and Related Literature, builds a conceptual
framework for using both a modified student opinion questionnaire
and modified interaction categorization system, by tracing the
historical development of both instruments.
Chapter III, Procedures and Research Design, consists of a
description of research design, including procedures, instrumentation,
sample, and population, and method of data analysis.
Chapter IV, Presentation and Analysis of Data, consists of
description and analysis of data for specific questions and other
related findings.
Chapter V, Conclusions and Recommendations, involves a review
and summary of the investigations and presentation of conclusions
and recommendations.
This chapter has provided the introduction of the study, the
purpose of the investigation, basic considerations, importance of
the study, limitations of the study, and an overview of the remainder
of the report.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE AND RELATED STUDIES

Research and literature reviewed were pertinent to:

(l) student

opinion questionnaires, (2) student opinions as they relate to race,
grade level, and socio-economic status, and (3) the development of
teacher-student verbal interaction analysis.

Classroom Climate

The research problem described in this report was an attempt
to shed more light on some of the dimensions of the phenomenon
known as "classroom climate."

To gain insight into the problem of

classroom climate, one must explore research done in the area of
teacher effectiveness and teaching styles.

Mitzel (i960) distin

guished between presage, process, and product criteria.

Product

criteria referred to attainment of pre-determined goals.

Process

criteria were those aspects of student-teacher interactions believed
to be worthwhile in their own right.

Presage criteria were those

descriptive characteristics of teacher, student, and situation
thought to be related to process or product criteria.

The major

research emphasis of the present study was on the process phase,
and not presage or product phases of classroom interaction.
The early history of relationship between classroom processes
and their consequences has been summarized by Withall and Lewis

(1963,

pp. 687-710), Medley and Mitzel

(1963,

pp.

25^-297),

and

8
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Reraraers (1963) PP* 330-342) in the Handbook of Research on Teaching
(1963).

These authors have conducted widely separated research studies

which provide statistically significant support for a particular
type of relationship between process and product.

This relationship

states that the percentage of teacher statements that make use of
ideas and opinions previously expressed by pupils is directly related
to average class scores on attitude scales of teacher attractiveness,
liking the class, etc., as well as to average achievement scores
adjusted for initial ability.

While this relationship appears to

have much research support, little research has been done as to the
relationship between student perceptions of the classroom climate and
actual classroom climate as measured through verbal interaction
analysis.
In the works of Flanders (1957) 1965) the process-product
relationship was supported in four separate studies.
variables were pupil attitudes and achievement.

The product

The process variables

in all those studies were obtained by having a classroom observer
code verbal communication into a set of categories at a nearly
constant rate.

Along with Flanders studies, Morrison (1966),

La Shier (1965)) Nelson (1964), and Johns (1966) formed statistical
relationships between positive pupil-attitude scores, and adjusted
achievement scores, with teachers who made the most use of pupil
ideas and opinions.
Many of the studies cited so far link process to product variables.
These studies used a research design which called for the use of a
score based on a process variable in order to classify teachers
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into two or more groups which were then used to make comparisons.
For example, in studies making use of Flanders’ categories some
teachers were classified as "indirect" in contrast with "direct",
in order to make certain comparisons, such as adjusted pupil achieve
ment.

The net effect of this use of systematic classroom observa

tion was not to explain teaching behavior, but to use the data to
assign a teacher to a particular experimental-treatment group based
on a teaching pattern.

Subsequent analysis would then shed some

light on the differences in education outcomes when two types of
teaching were compared.

These types of analyses represent one

primitive method of using process to effect product.
In summarizing process and product research to date, the studies
reveal a rather dismal picture of the quality, not the quantity,
of teacher talk as it occurs in current teaching practice.

None of

this particular research produced new insights into the relationship
between student perceptions of classroom climate and actual class
room climate as categorized by interaction analysis.

Examining

correlations between student opinions and verbal interaction variables
was the major purpose of this research.
The purpose of the brief discussion on classroom climate was
to illustrate to the reader the different areas of research on
teacher effectiveness that have been explored.

The cited research

was concerned with relationships between characteristics of teachers,
teaching arts, and their effects on the educational outcomes of
classroom teaching.

Review of research in this area in the past

has resulted in some pessimism.

For example, Morsh and Wilder (195*0
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concluded, after reviewing research on teaching effectiveness pub
lished between 1900 and 1952> that "no single, specific, observable
teacher act has yet been found whose frequency or percent of occur
rence is invariable and significantly correlated with student
achievement."
In the past decade of the sixties, research has begun to relate
certain behaviors to specific consequences in the climate of the
classroom and in the academic achievement of pupils.

The present

study was concerned only with the former idea, classroom climate.
The researcher has utilized a sophisticated observation system to
objectively count teacher-pupil interactions, and with the aid of
the computer correlated this information with related student opinions
about the classroom climate.

What follows in Chapter II is an

examination of related research as it pertains to the development
of interaction analysis systems and student opinion questionnaires.

Teacher-Student Yerbal Interaction Analysis

Since the early 1950's a number of researchers have focused
their attention on teacher-pupil interaction in the classroom.
Bales (1950), an early observer of small group interaction, described
interaction as resulting when two or more persons behave overtly
toward one another so that each receives some impression or perception
of the other distinct enough to incur reaction.
Direct observation of classroom behavior was first used to
measure pupil participation.

Just prior to World War I, Horn (191^)

developed a system whereby a small circle was recorded by the
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classroom visitor in the appropriate space on a seating chart to
represent "each recitation or request for recitation," and a square
to represent each time a pupil responded by doing something.

The

purpose was to ascertain the distribution of participation by pupils
in the lesson.

In 1928, Puckett elaborated on the scheme.

Symbols,

as listed below, were recorded in squares on a conventional seating
plan to indicate which pupils exhibited the behavior.
*

Pupil raised hand.

0

Pupil raised hand and was called on by teacher.

0

Pupil raised hand, was called on by teacher,
and made a single-word response.

'

&

Pupil raised hand, was called on by teacher,
and made a fair response.
Pupil raised hand, was called on by teacher,
and made a good response.

- 0 Pupil raised hand, was called on by teacher,
and made a very good response.
0

Pupil called on when he did not have hand
raised.

0
'

Pupil called on when he did not have hand
raised; made a single-word response.

Q- Pupil called on when he did not have hand
raised; made a fair response.

£}

<3

Pupil called on when he did not have hand
raised; made a good response.
Pupil called on when he did not have hand
raised; made a very good response.

(JJ Pupil called on when he did not have hand
^

raised; made no response.

^
1

Pupil asked a question.
Pupil spoke without being addressed by teacher.
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While these early pioneering efforts were ingenious and easy
to learn, they did require the recorder to quantify the merit of
the pupil's response.

Quantifying responses violated the ideal

that Gage (19^3) set for an ideal observation technique, namely,
that the observer record relevant aspects of classroom behaviors as
they occur, with a minimum of quantification intervening between
the observation of a behavior and the recording of it.
One direction that research involving systematic observation of
classroom behavior has taken in the past was toward the identifica
tion of patterns of behavior which distinquish effective teachers
from ineffective ones.

The research studies in this area have shown

uniformly negative results.

The studies of Anderson (195^), La Duke

(19^5)> Jayne (19^5) and others

all pointed to the fact that ratings

of teacher effectiveness had no discernible relationship to effective
ness.

This conclusion did not mean that effectiveness could not be

measured in process.

It may have been assumed that whatever effect

a teacher had on pupils resulted from his behavior; therefore, it
was necessary only to identify the crucial behaviors, record them,
and score them properly to measure effectiveness in process.
One of the first major studies concerned with the identification
of behavior patterns discriminating effective from ineffective
teachers was done by Barr (1929).

The study was sharply limited

by the poorness of the criterion of effectiveness, which was based
on supervisory judgments rather than on effects on pupils.

The

importance of the study was the fact that it contained probably
the largest variety of behavior data ever brought to bear on the
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problem of distinguishing ineffective and effective teachers.
While the earliest attempts to measure classroom behavior grew
out of dissatisfaction with existing methods of supervision and
developed in the general direction of identifying effective teacher
behavior, social psychologists were interested in measuring "class
room climate."

Their fundamental interest was in interactions be

tween pupil and pupil, and pupil and teacher.

Dorothy Thomas (1929)

and her associates carried out a number of highly objective studies
of nursery school behavior.

Their work was concerned with accuracy

and objectivity of observation.

They set a high standard for sub

sequent research.
In direct line with the tradition of emphasis on objectivity
started by Thomas was the work of Anderson and his colleagues on
the measurement of dominative and integrative behavior (Anderson and
Brewer 19^5> 19^6) and Anderson, Brewer and Reed (19^6).

Their

studies resulted in the development of a system for categorizing
classroom communication.
groups:

The categories were divided into two

1) "dominative" acts which tended to reduce the free inter

play between individuals and led to conformity and resistance, and
2) "integrative" acts which tended to seek a common purpose.

Anderson

teacher behavior coding system was divided into twenty categories
as shown in Table 1.
In Table 1, categories 1-8 were defined as "dominative" in nature
categories 9 and 10 as neither "dominative" nor "integrative,"
categories 11-19 as "integrative," and category 20 as "undetermined."
These categories indicated that some steps toward dimensionalization
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TABLE 1
ANDERSON'S TEACHER BEHAVIOR CATEGORIES

1.

Determine a detail of activity or acts for the child
in carrying out a detail.

2 . Direct refusal.
3.

Relocating, reseating, or placing children in
different relation to each other.

4.

Postponing, slowing up the child.

5.

Disapproval, blame or obstruction.

6 . Warning, threats, or conditional promises.
7.

Call to attention or to group activity.

8. Rations material.
9.
10.

Lecture method.
Questions:

Lecture method.

11. Perfunctory question or statement.
12. Approval.
13.

Accepts difference.

14-.

Extends invitation to activity.

15-

Question or statement regarding child's expressed
interest or activity.

16.

The build-up.

17.

Participates in joint activity with children.

18.

Sympathy.

19.

Permission.

20. Undetermined.

Note— Reprinted from an article by H. H. Anderson "Interaction
Analysis Research and Theory," Ohio State University, 1965 > 1> 10-14-.

were taken.

An overall score called the I-D Index, the ratio of

the total number of integrative contacts of a teacher to her total
number of dominant ones was proposed.
Withall (194-9) renamed the dominative and integrative dimensions
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to Social-Emotional Climate and reduced the number of categories
to seven.

The seven categories into which teacher statements could

be classified on the basis of transcripts of their teaching behaviors
were as follows:
1.

Learner-supportive statements that have the
intent of reassuring or commending the pupil.

2.

Acceptant and clarifying statements having
an intent to convey to the pupil the feeling
that he was understood and help him elucidate
his ideas and feelings.

3.

Problem-structuring statements or questions
which proffer information or raise questions
about the problem in an objective manner with
intent to facilitate learner's problem-solving.
Neutral statements which comprise polite formali
ties, administrative comments, verbatim repeti
tion of something that has already been said.
No intent inferable.

5.

Directive or hortative statements with intent
to have pupil follow a recommended course of
action.

6.

Reproving or deprecating remarks intended to
deter pupil from continued indulgence in present
"unacceptable" behavior.

7.

Teacher self-supporting remarks intended to
sustain or justify the teacher's position or
course of action.

The method was to analyze typewritten transcripts of tape record
ings of classroom behaviors along the seven category continum from
"leamer-centeredness" to "teacher-centeredness."

The ratio of

the numbers of 1, 2, 3 statements to the total was called the "Climate
Index."

Through the use of this system, Withall was able to determine

that different teachers produced dissimilar climates with the same
group of students (1951)*
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Bales (1950) developed a twelve category system for use in the
observation of social interaction in small groups.

The purpose was

to reveal the structure and dynamics of group interaction.

The

categories were further subdivided on the basis of negative and
positive reactions.
POSITIVE REACTIONS
1. Shows solidarity, raises other's status, gives help,
reward
2. Shows tension release, jokes, laughs, shows satis
faction
3. Agrees, shows passive acceptance, understands, con
curs, complies
PROBLEM SOLVING ATTEMPTS
4. Gives suggestion, direction, implying autonotry for
other
5. Gives opinions, evaluation, analysis, expresses
feeling, wish
6. Gives orientation, information, repeats, clarifies,
confirms

7.
8.
9.

Asks for orientation, evaluation, analysis, ex
pression of feeling
Asks for opinion, evaluation, analysis, expression
of feeling
Asks for suggestion, direction, possible ways of
action

NEGATIVE REACTIONS
10. Disagrees, shows passive rejection, formality with
holds help
11. Shows tension, asks for help, withdraws out of
field
12. Shows antagonism, deflates other's status defends
or asserts self
Some fifteen years later, Borgatta and Crowder (1965) used
Bales' Interaction Process Analysis (IPA) to study the stability of
patterns of verbal behavior.

They determined that the subjects'

verbal behavior patterns were stable and that observers could detect
these patterns with a high degree of reliability.

Observer correlation
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scores ranged from .70 to .98 following four months of training.
Mitzel and Rabinowitz (1953) experimented with Withall's
categories in New York to determine if they could be used reliably
in actual classroom settings.

Both experimenters had difficulty

with sound and the stenographic recordings, and therefore visited
the classrooms and categorized teacher statements live, as they
were made.

Medley and Mitzel (1958) conducted extensive scientific

work on the application of analysis of variance to the estimation
of the reliability of observations of teacher classroom behavior.
They concluded that the reliability could be increased significantly
by increasing the number of visits to the classroom, the number of
observers and the size of the sample.

From these studies involving

Mitzel and associates some evidence was gained to shox-r that emotional
climate appeared to be related to supervisors1 ratings of a teacher's
effectiveness and to pupil-teacher rapport.
The studies cited so far in this investigation along with numerous
others suggest there are several systems of observation and classifica
tions of verbal behavior.

A good share of the studies mentioned in

this report have contributed to the development of a technique
used by Flanders (i960, 1963 > 1966) for measuring classroom climate.
Flanders incorporated the "integrative-dominative" and "learnercentered" to "teacher-centered" categories developed by Anderson,
Bales, Withall and others (Clark 1970).

Medley and Mitzel (1963)

felt that Flanders had developed the most sophisticated technique
for observing climate thus far, one that was unique in that it
preserved a certain amount of information regarding the sequence
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of behavior.

Through research studies in Minnesota (1956) and New

Zealand (1957)» Flanders developed a research tool to examine rela
tionships between teacher statements and average classroom scores
on a pupil attitude inventory.

In both Minnesota and New Zealand,

Flanders found the same significant relationships between teachers'
statements, pupils' attitudes toward teachers, and the classroom
learning experiences.
In Flanders' "Interaction Analysis" system, teaching behaviors
which tended to free the student to think for himself were called
"indirect" and those teaching behaviors which tended to restrict the
students Tvrere called "direct."

Flanders' system is a method of

organizing information about student-teacher interactions, which
can be adapted to procedures for providing teachers with feedback
regarding their performances.
The observer using the Flanders' system needed to learn just
ten categories in which to classify all classroom verbal communica
tions.

Besides this unique yet simple categorization system,

shown in Table 2, the observer categorized only the dominant patterns
of a three second period rather than each statement or other unit
of behavior.

After some training, observers built up a natural

"rhythm" in recording observations.

Seven categories were used to

classify teacher statements, two categories were used to classify
student statements, and a tenth category denoted silence or confusion.
The data gathered from the tallies were plotted on a matrix from
which inferences regarding the general pattern of classroom climate
could be drawn.

This information was often fed back to the teacher
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TABLE 2
FLANDERS' INTERACTION ANALYSIS CATEGORIES (FIAC)
1. Accepts feeling. Accepts and clarifies an
attitude or the feeling tone of a pupil in a
nonthreatening manner. Feelings may be positive
or negative. Predicting and recalling feel
ings are included.

Response

2. Praises or encourages. Praises or encour
ages pupil action or behavior. Jokes that release tension, but not at the expense of another
individual; nodding head, or saying "Urn hm?" or
"go on" are included.
3. Accepts or uses ideas of pupils. Clarifying,
building, or developing ideas suggested by a pupil.
Teacher extensions of pupil ideas are included but.
as the teacher brings more of his own ideas into
play, shift to category five.
4. Asks questions. Asking a question about con
tent or procedure, based on teacher ideas, with
the intent that a pupil will answer.
5. Lecturing. Giving facts or opinions about
content or procedures; expressing his own ideas,
giving his own explanation, or citing an authori
ty other than a pupil.
6 . Giving directions. Directions, commands, or
orders to which a pupil is expected to comply.

7. Criticizing or .justifying authority. State
ments intended to change pupil behavior from nonacceptable to acceptable pattern; bawling someone
out; stating why the teacher is doing what he is
doing: extreme self-reference.
Pupil-talk— response. Talk by pupils in re
sponse to teacher. Teacher initiates the contact
or solicits pupil statement or structures the situation. Freedom to express own ideas is limited.
9.
Pupil-talk— initiation. Talk by pupils which
they initiate. Expressing own ideas; initiating a
Initiation new topic; freedom to develop opinions and a line of
thought, like asking thoughtful questions; going
beyond the existing structure.
10.
Silence or confusion. Pauses, short perio
Silence
of silence and periods of confusion in which
_________________ communication cannot be understood by observer.
Note— Reprinted from a book by Ned Flanders Analyzing Teaching Behavior:
Phillipines, Copyrighted Addison-Wesley, 1970.
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for analysis and evaluation.
The various studies by Flanders supported the following con
clusions:

1) that "indirect" teachers could be characterized as

being more flexible and accepting of students' ideas than "direct"
teachers, and 2) that students of "indirect" teachers achieved at
a higher level than students of "direct" teachers.
Using the Flanders' system many studies have been conducted
regarding the effects of interaction analysis on feedback to teachers,
student teachers, school counselors, and student achievement.

The

literature examined suggested to the investigator that a person in
terested in examining the classroom climate, must first adopt a
method to objectively analyze classroom verbal behavior and secondly
obtain some measure of student opinions about the classroom climate.
The Flanders' Interaction Analysis System, or a modified version of
it, seemed to be the most reliable instrument yet developed for
analyzing teacher and student verbal interaction patterns.

Coats

(1971) used a modified version of the Flanders' system in the
Kalamazoo Desegregation Study.

The modified version is shown in

Table 3The purpose of Coats' study was to determine the relation be
tween racial composition based on the neighborhood school concept
and classroom verbal interaction patterns, student opinions, and
teacher perceptions.

The base line data gathered from the Coats'

study were to be correlated with a study to be conducted after the
neighborhood school concept was replaced by desegregated school
concept.

Flanders' ten categories were reduced to eight.

The
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TABLE 3
BEHAVIOR CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM DEVELOPED FOR
KALAMAZOO DESEGREGATION STUDY— PHASE I

1.

2.
3.

k.
5.

CRITICISM:— statements intended to change pupil behavior
from non-acceptable to acceptable pattern; bawling someone
out; stating why the teacher is doing what he is doing;
extreme self-reference.
DIRECTIONS:— directions, commands, or orders to which a
pupil is expected to comply.
LECTURE:— giving information other than directions.
QUESTIONS:— asking a question about content or procedure
with the intent that a pupil answer based on teacher
ideas.
ACCEPTANCE:— accepts the ideas or feelings of the student
in a non-threatening manner. Praises or encourages pupil
action or behavior;-as the teacher brings more of his
own ideas into play, shift to category three.

6.

BLACK STUDENT TALK:
1. RESPONSE:— talk by pupils in response to teacher.
Teacher initiates the contact or solicits pupil
statement or structures the situation. Freedom to
express own ideas is limited.
2. INITIATION:— talk by pupils which they initiate.
Expressing own ideas is much more evident, like ask
ing thoughtful questions. Student may disagree with
viewpoint of teacher and/or other students in a non
threatening manner.
3. DEROGATORY:— different from 6-2 in that student directs
rude, disrespectful and insulting remarks toward the
teacher or fellow student.

7.

WHITE STUDENT TALK:
1. RESPONSE:— talk by pupils in response to teacher.
Teacher initiates the contact or solicits pupil
statement or structures the situation. Freedom to
express own ideas is limited.
2. INITIATION:— talk by pupils which they initiate.
Expressing own ideas is much more evident, like ask
ing thoughtful questions. Student may disagree with
viewpoint of teacher and/or other students in a non
threatening manner.
3. DEROGATORY:— different from 6-2 in that student directs
rude, disrespectful and insulting remarks toward the
teacher or fellow student.
(continued)
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Table 3 (continued)
8.

CONFUSION:— short periods of confusion in which communica
tion cannot be understood by the observer.

Note 1— There is NO scale implied by these numbers. Each number is
classifica'tory; it designates a particular kind of communication
event. To write these numbers down during observation is to enum
erate, not to judge a position on a scale.
Note 2— Reprinted from a report by William D. Coats Kalamazoo
Desegregation Study— Phase I , Printed by Western Michigan Universi
ty, 1971.

student category was divided into black and white students, and each
of these student categories was broken up into three sub-categories
consisting of student response, student initiation and student
derogatory talk.

Other categories were rearranged to ease the job

of the observer.
It was the Coats' version of the Flanders' model that was
utilized by the investigator of this report.

Once objective and

reliability data were gathered on the verbal interaction patterns,
student opinions of their teacher and the classroom environment
were obtained.

Student opinions have proven to be valuable and

accurate information in examining classroom climate.

What follows

is a review of literature on student opinions of teachers and
classroom climate.

Student Opinions

The term "classroom climate" refers to the generalized attitudes
toward the teacher and the class that the pupils share in common
despite individual differences.

The development of these opinions
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is an outgrowth of classroom social interaction.

Verbal inter

action analysis gives one objective aspect of the social-interaction
process; common student opinions or attitudes provide additional
feedback about the process.
Few tools have been used as extensively as student ratings to
describe and evaluate teacher performance.

Perhaps to the extent

that the affective domain is viewed as important to the teachinglearning process, student ratings would appear to have value.
Paroshevopoulous (1968) expressed this viewpoint when he stated:
........ student ratings allow us to see how pupils
perceive and interpret the behavior of teachers. This
subjective perception, more than the independently and
objectively assessed behavior by trained observers,
supervisors, and other "outsiders," determines essentially
the interpersonal relationships in the classroom and colors
its social and emotional climate. The atmosphere of inter
personal relationships is crucially important in its
effects on the child's learning and adjustment [p. 25].
Educators began writing about student reactions to teachers in
the late 1920's and early 1930’s.

Remmers (I929j 1930j 1931} 193^)

contributed significantly with his research and writings on student
ratings of instructors.

Gage (1963) cited much of the research

that had been done on the Purdue Rating Scale for Instructors.

Six

pertinent generalizations of the fourteen from this particular area
of research are as follows:
1.

Reliability of ratings of teachers by students
is a function of the number of raters. If 25 or
more student ratings are averaged, they are as
reliable as the better educational and mental
tests at present available (Remmers I960).

2.

Grades of students have little if any re
lationship to their ratings of instructors
who assigned the grades (Elliott 1950;
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Remmers 1928, 1930).
3.

Little if any relationship exists between
students' ratings of the teacher and the
difficulty of the course (Remmers 1928).

k.

The sex of student raters bears little or no
relationship to their ratings of teachers
(Remmers 1929)-

5.

Teachers
perience
teachers
perience

6.

The sex of the teacher is in general unre
lated to the ratings received (Remmers 1929).

with less than five years ex
tend to be rated lower than
with more than eight years ex
(Remmers 1929).

Wilson (1971) substantiated many of these research findings.
He also found that the marital status of the teacher and teacher
age both related significantly to student ratings of the teacher.
The main concern of these and other educators was the reliabili
ty of student ratings in revealing teacher behavior and "effects"
on students.

Bryan (1937) found that ". . .the average ratings by

both junior and senior high school pupils will produce reliability
coefficients of .90 and above."

Bryan also reported, "The amount of

agreement between the ratings of students and administrators exists
in proportion to the degree of personal contact that the administra
tors had with the teachers and the students. . ."

Further research

on reliability of student ratings continued with the works of Amatora
(195*0 and Hickmott (19*1-7).

Hickmott reported reliability coeffi

cients from .91 to .99 for ratings by pupils in grades 4, 5 > and 6 .
Investigating pupil reactions to teachers in the later elementary
grades, Amatora reported that ". . .the reliabilities, computed by the
split-half method, for seven area scales range from .86 to .96."
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Bryan (1963)> measured the change in responses of students to their
teachers using a ten scale instrument.

The reliability coefficient

for each scale in the two-year study ranged from .80 to .90.

The

study was concerned with feedback of student opinion to teachers.
Subsequent studies by Bryan (l965 > 1966, 1968) revealed that a
positive relationship existed between feedback of student opinion
and change in teacher behavior.

Tuckman and Oliver (1968) examined

the relative effectiveness of four types of feedback to teachers.
Their results supported the findings of Bryan and in addition in
dicated that student feedback was more influential than supervisor
feedback in modifying teacher behavior.
No research on student ratings would be complete without some
attention to the problem of the "halo effect," or rating bias.
Ratings may suffer from selective perception determined by a general
liking or disliking of the rating object by the rater.

The leniency

error and regression toward the mean, especially in self ratings,
are well known phenomena.

The "halo effect" was clearly a problem

in the investigation by Ryan (l966).

Ryan contended that a reliable

instrument that rates teachers' skills on a scale would restrict the
influence of any "halo effect."

It was felt by Ryan and others that

Bryan's Student Opinion Questionnaire (SOQ) which was developed over
a thirty year period was the most reliable and useful instrument that
existed for measuring students' opinions of their teachers.

Table 4,

on the next page, contains a list of the twelve questions that are
purported to measure student perceptions of teachers along twelve
different dimensions.

The instrument has been factor analyzed twice.
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TABLE 1*
BRYAN'S STUDENT OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE

What is your opinion concerning this teacher's:
1.

KNOWLEDGE OF SUBJECT
Poor

Fair

Average

Good

Excellent

2. CLARITY OF EXPLANATIONS
Poor

Fair

Average

Good

Excellent

Fair

Average

Good

Excellent

Fair

Average

Good

Excellent

Good

Excellent

Good

Excellent

Good

Excellent

3.

FAIRNESS

k.

CONTROL

5.

ATTITUDE TOWARD STUDENTS

Poor

Poor

Poor

Fair

Average

6 . ABILITY TO STIMULATE INTEREST
Poor
7.

Fair

Average

ATTITUDE TOWARD SUBJECT
Poor

Fair

Average

8. ATTITUDE TOWARD STUDENT OPINIONS
Poor
9.

Fair

Average

Good

Excellent

Good

Excellent

VARIETY IN TEACHING PROCEDURES
Poor

Fair

Average

10. ENCOURAGEMENT OF STUDENT PARTICIPATION
Poor

Fair

Average

Good

Excellent

Average

Good

Excellent

Good

Excellent

11. SENSE OF HUMOR
Poor
12.

Fair

PLANNING AND PREPARATION
Poor

Fair

Average

Note— Reprinted from 1967-68 Annual Report by Roy C. Bryan, Director
of the Student Reaction Center, School of Education, Western Michigan
University
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Lauroesch, Pereira, and Ryan (1969) analyzed the twelve criterion
measures of teacher effectiveness and found that all the items on
the questionnaire were measuring roughly the same things when
averaged over a class.
analysis study.

Coats (1970) conducted the second factor

His sample consisted of 1,427 classes yielding

42,810 student responses.
the variance in test items.

A single factor accounted for 61.5$ of
This single factor was identified as

a form of teacher charisma or popularity.

Coats concluded:

The information gained from this study should help
educators to recognize the limitations, strengths, and
meaning of student reactions to teachers. Students do
not respond directly to specific questions regarding
teacher effectiveness. Rather, a kind of halo effect
based on teacher charisma or popularity determines to
a large extent how students react to questions about
their teacher. This is not to say that student ratings
of teachers are not meaningful. Teacher charisma is
probably a function of teacher effectiveness. Further
more, as indicated above, at least 40$ of the variance
in student ratings of teachers is independent of the
charismatic factor and probably represents fairly
objective student judgments [p. 8].
While results on the study of the halo effect were mixed, pro
ponents adhere to the belief that halo effect, if present, was
insufficient to negate the use of student ratings and that ratings
do reliably discriminate different aspects of the teacher's be
havior.
Content items included in a student rating scale necessarily
reflect value judgments of its developers.

While various strategies

have been used to minimize the halo effect, the mere determination
of the purposes by the investigator involved a judgment, and this
then influenced the content and situations to be studied.

Judgmental
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taxonomies of teaching behaviors have served as sources of items
for inclusion in such scales.

The critical incidents technique

described by Flanagan (19*1-9) has also been used for determining
behaviors to be included in rating scales.
Ryan (i960) used both the critical incident technique and a
review of educational literature to arrive at those teacher behaviors
systematically observed in his study.

Amatora (195*0 relied upon

student responses indicating desirable and undesirable teacher
traits to develop the instrument she used.

Well designed scales of

the type cited in this study have the capability of enabling re
searchers to obtain reliable and valid measurements of student
perceptions of teacher performance.
Student attitudes have been utilized in other research studies
related to classroom climate dimensions other than teacher evaluation.
Several studies have utilized Getzel and Thelens' (i960) sociopsychological theory concerning the classroom group as a social
system.

The main elements can be summarized analytically as

follows:
Institution---> Role------- > Expectations
Class ------- > Climate-----> Intentions —> Behavior
Individual

^ Personality— ^

Dispositions

The upper line can be termed the "structural" dimension; it refers
to the structure or organization of the classroom, for example,
democratic, stratified, or heterogeneous.

While the upper line

applies to the shared, group-sanctioned behavior, the lower line
refers to idiosyncratic personal dispositions to act in a given
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way to satisfy individual personality needs.

This line is the

"affective" dimension; it pertains to classroom levels of satis
faction, intimacy, friction, and other such variables.

Walberg

(1968) investigated the relationships between the structural and
affective dimensions of group climate using the classroom as the
unit of analysis.

He found that the structure of the class was

significantly related to students' affective reactions.

Walberg

(1968) in an earlier study found that the dimensions of climate
■were predictable from teacher personality measured earlier.

In a

third related study Walberg and Anderson (1968) showed that the
climate dimensions were also predictable from the mental abilities
and personalities of the students in the class.
Two studies examined changes in pupil attitudes during a
school year.

Flanders (1963) gave 3,000 students an inventory

in October and again in January and found a significant drop in
positive attitudes.

Flanders, Morrison, and Brode (1968) examined

820 sixth grade pupils and found significant loss in positive
attitudes toward teachers and school work.

This erosion in posi

tive attitude was not related to pupils' I.Q., socio-economic status,
or percentage of A and B letter grades assigned by the teachers,
but was related to the "externality" or "internality" of the pupils
and to the teachers* classroom verbal behavior.

Greater losses in

attitudes occurred among external than among internal pupils and
among pupils whose teachers exhibited a lower incidence of praise
and encouragement than among those whose teachers exhibited a higher
incidence of such behaviors.

Neale and Proshek (1967) suggested
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that there seemed to be a systematic change in attitudes toward
school as a function of grade level.

"Evaluation of a variety of

school related phrases were increasing negative as grade in school
increased.

The same was true for an evaluation of self.

trends were not a function of. . .sex" [p.

The

2^J.

The review of literature and related studies presented in
this chapter on verbal interaction analysis and student opinions
as they both relate to classroom climate shows that teaching is
a complex activity.
been discovered.

No all-encompassing classroom climate has

Researchers have simply attempted to isolate one

or more productive micro-elements of the classroom climate.

The

study undertaken in this report was a further attempt at using the
same philosophy.

The following chapter presents the research

design, procedures, and population, and data analysis for the study.
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CHAPTER III

DESIGN

m

METHODOLOGY

The design and methods used in the study are described under
five major headings:
3) Instrumentation,

1) Review of the problem, 2) The sample,
Procedures, and 5) Data analysis.

Review of the Problem

Purpose of the study was to determine if significant relation
ships exist between classroom verbal interaction patterns and student
opinions.

The investigation consisted of correlating student opin

ions about their teachers and their classroom environment with actual
classroom verbal interaction variables.

The Sample

Three criteria were used to select classrooms for the study:
l)

the teacher had tenure, 2) students were heterogeneously assigned

to classrooms with respect to ability, and 3) students were in a
grade level which would be affected by desegregation plans for
the Kalamazoo Public Schools.

The decision to restrict the study

to classrooms with tenured teachers was due to nontenure teacher
anxiety created by a public statement to the effect that all
nontenured teachers were to be dismissed if a pending millage
vote failed.

It was believed that the presence of observers in

classrooms of probationary teachers would add to their existing
32
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anxiety.

Given these criteria, the sample utilized almost all eli

gible classrooms at the second, fourth, seventh, and tenth grade
levels.

The sample consisted of 2,353 students from 31 second

grades, 32 fourth grades, 20 seventh grades, and 1^ tenth grades
which gave a total of 97 classrooms representing a meaningful cross
section of Kalamazoo schools.

In two instances it was necessary to

use nontenured teachers, which created no problems due to the will
ingness of these teachers to participate in the study.

Table 5

displays the composition of the classrooms in the sample with respect
to grade level and the primary partitioning used in subsequent
analyses.
From the total sample a smaller sample of elementary class
rooms was utilized to determine the effects of socio-economic status
on student opinions and verbal interaction patterns.

These class

rooms were selected from low, medium, and high socio-economic schools.
The socio-economic status was based upon the

SES rankings by

schools as indicated by the 1971 Michigan Assessment Program.
Group I, the low socio-economic schools were as follows:
Edison, McKinley, Lakewood, Washington, Lincoln, Northglade,
Roosevelt, and Woodward.

Group II, the middle socio-economic schools

were Brucker, Burke, Milwood-Greenwood, Oakwood, South WestnedgePleasant Park, Spring Valley, Vine, West Main, and Wilson.

The

schools that fit into Group III, the high socio-economic schools
were Arcadia, Chime, Grand Prairie, Hillcrest, Indian Prairie,
Parkwood-Fairview, and Westwood-Peter Pan.
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DESCRIPTION OF CLASSROOMS IN SAMPLE

Grade
Level

All
White

Majority
White

Majority
Black

Total # of
Classrooms

Total # of
Students

% Black
Students

/o White
Students

2

18

9

i+

31

669

14.4-9

85.51

4

13

13

6

32

765

19.59

80.41

7

7

13

0

20

457

12.03

87-97

10

3

11

0

14

462

9.09

90.91
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Instrumentation

The specific variables measured in the representative sample
of classrooms of the school system were classroom verbal inter
action patterns and student opinions.

The two instruments used to

obtain this information were modified versions of the Flanders’
Interaction Analysis System and Bryan's Student Opinion Question
naire, used by the Feedback Center at Western Michigan University.
Classroom Verbal Interaction Patterns. A behavior classifica
tion system similar in purpose to statistical scoring sheets used
by athletic coaches was used to measure classroom verbal interaction
patterns.

For purposes of this study the investigator refers to

the revised Flanders' Classification System as the Coats' Biracial
Interaction Analysis Classification System.'*'

The investigator,

along with three other graduate students, worked with Coats and
made some unique changes in the Flanders' Classification System.
Flanders' ten categories were reduced to eight.

Flanders' three

categories, for indicating various indirect teacher behavior were
combined into one category labeled acceptance.

Where Flanders'

direct influence teacher talk categories were 4, 5 > 6 , 7 under the
modified system they were 1 , 2, 3 , ^ followed by 5 > acceptance.
The uniqueness of Coats' Classification System was found in cate
gories 6 and 7.

These two classifications referred to black student

talk, and white student talk respectively.

Each of these categories

^See Appendix, Number 1
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was further subdivided into sub-categories.

The sub-number one

denoted student response to teacher, sub-two referred to student
initiated talk, and sub-three differed from sub-two in that stu
dent directed rude, disrespectful remarks toward the teacher or
a fellow student.

Flanders’ number ten category, silence or

confusion was made number eight under the revised system.

Con

fusion was more narrowly defined as short periods of confusion in
which communication could not be understood by the observer.

From

this basic eight category system a 12 x 12 matrix was developed
displaying information on literally hundreds of verbal interaction
variables.
An outstanding feature of the Coats' classification model was
its applicability to any unique or minority group.

In the present

study the model was used to discriminate between black and white
student remarks, but it could have been used to study MexicanAmericans, Indians, or simply to separate male and female student
responses.
Twenty-five trained observers used the behavior classification
system to collect data on spontaneous verbal interactions in re
presentative classrooms by writing down in sequence every three
seconds, the number of the category which represented the kind of
verbal interaction that had taken place during the preceding three
second period.

On their tally sheets^ the observers also made notes

related to different time use categories and other occurrences of
special interest.

At the end of an observation period an observer

q

See Appendix, Number 2
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had a sequential list of arabic numerals ranging from 1-8 and a
few notes.
The next step was to bring the coded numbers together into a
meaningful form.

This was done by placing the numbers on a 12

x 12 matrix similar to the one shown in Figure 1.

Before the

recording was done, the coded numbers had to be placed into se
quential pairs and a tally was placed on the matrix for each se
quential pair.

Each number was treated as both an initial

number and a terminal number as shown in the example below.
Example:

8

17 Behavioral Pairs
62
(
3
)
3
(
1
)
2

)
3

(
3

)
4

(
61
)

4

61

8-3, 3-3, 3-4, 4-6, 6^-6.
6^-5, 5-4, 4-6, 6^-62,
62-3, 3-3, 3-1, 1-2, 2-4.

""V V 7r V 8

\

)

(

h
\)

5

)

4
(

8

61

)
The behavioral pairs were recorded on the matrix in Figure 1
in the following manner:
1.

The first number (8) of the first pair indicated the

row desired (numbers on the left side of matrix).
2.

The second number (3) of the first pair indicated the

column desired (numbers on the top of the matrix).
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3.

The 8-3 behavioral pair was recorded in the box where

row 8 functioned with column 3> and
4.

The same procedure would be utilized for the other

sixteen pairs.
The sura of the tallies in each of the matrix boxes or cells for
each classroom was converted to percentage figures in order to de
termine the amount of interaction time spent in each cell variable
studied.

The percentage of time spent in each cell variable was

determined by adding all the tallies recorded in a specific cell
variable area and dividing it by the total number of tallies in the
matrix.

The PDP-10 computer system at Western Michigan University

was used to transform the observers' sequential list into matrices.
It was possible to operationalize hundreds of verbal interaction
patterns by computing the percentage of class time spent in certain
areas of the matrix.

For purposes of the present study sixty-one

variables were identified and used.

The variables along with their

theoretical and operational definitions were adopted from Coats'
Kalamazoo Desegregation Study-Phase I, 1971.
Some of the variables of special interest in this study were
as follows:

sustained acceptance— percentage of time the teacher

spent in acceptance of student ideas, expanded on student ideas,
praised or encouraged student behavior; lecture— percentage of time
the teacher transmitted information related to the subject matter;
i/d ratio— percentage of time the teacher spent accepting student
feelings, praising and accepting student ideas, compared to percent
age of time spent giving directions, criticizing students, or
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justifying teacher authority; vicious circle— percentage of time
the teacher spends giving directions followed with criticism of
students, then more directions followed by more criticisms, etc.;
student talk— percentage of time in which students were talking.
These variable patterns along with others were analyzed for all
students, and then for black and white students separately.

All

variables with their theoretical and operational definitions are
given in Table 6 .

Other analyses involved partitioning by grade

level, racial composition, and socio-economic levels of the class
rooms.

Areas of the matrix referred to by the operational de

finitions of Table 6 are shown in Figure 2.
Student Opinion Questionnaire (SOQ).

Student opinions regard

ing important characteristics of teachers and the general classroom
environment were determined by using a modification of the Teacher
Image Questionnaire, developed by the Educator Feedback Center,
Western Michigan University, for secondary students as shown in
Table 7 and a simplified version of the questionnaire for elementary
students as shown in Table 8. The modified instrument, referred to
hereafter as the Student Opinion Questionnaire, was developed under
the leadership of William Coats with the aid of four graduate re
search assistants, one of whom was the investigator of the present
study.

The modification consisted of some rewording to facilitate

communication and the addition of a few items similar to those
used in the Coopersmith Self Esteem Inventory and the Wiley Self
Concept Scale (Robinson 1970)*

The validity and the reliability of

questionnaire items drawn from the Teacher Image Questionnaire
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TABLE 6
VERBAL INTERACTION VARIABLES STUDIED

Variable
Number
1

Name
Sustained acceptance

Definition
Theoretical: percentage
of time in which the teach
er engages in sustained
acceptance of student
ideas, expands on student
ideas, praises or encour
ages pupil behavior
Operational: percentage
of tallies in (5> 5) cell*

2

Vicious circle

Theoretical: percentage
of time in which the
teacher follows the giv
ing of directions with
student criticisms, fol
lowed by more directions,
more criticisms, etc., or
engages in sustained giv
ing of directions or cri
ticisms (denoted as area 2)
Operational: percentage
of tallies in (1, l), (1,
2), (2, 1), (2, 2) cells

3

Lecture

Theoretical: percentage
of time in which teacher
transmits information
related to subject matter
Operational: percentage
of tallies in column 3

^

i/d ratio

Theoretical: ratio of
percentage of time teach
er spends accepting stu
dent feelings, praising

*A11 operational definitions are based on the numbered areas in
Figure 2 entitled, "Pictorial Operational Definitions."
Note— Reprinted from a report by Dr. William Coats, Kalamazoo
Desegregation Study-Phase I, 1971.
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Table 6 (Continued)

Variable
Number

Definition

k (continued)

students, and accepting
student ideas to time
spent giving directions,
criticizing students or
justifying teacher author
ity
Operational:
tallies in column 5
tallies in columns 2, 1, 5
Theoretical:
of time during which com
munication cannot be under
stood by observer (denoted
as area 1)
Operational: percentage
of tallies in column 8

Black rebellion

Theoretical: percentage
of noncomplying student
response to teacher di
rection or criticism which
is black
Operational:
tallies in area 6___
tallies in areas 6, 7

White rebellion

Theoretical: percentage
of noncomplying student
response to teacher di
rection or criticism which
is white
Operational:
tallies in area 7
tallies in areas 6 , 7
Theoretical: percentage
of noncomplying student
response to teacher direc
tion or criticism
Operational: percentage
of tallies in areas 6 & 7
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Table 6 (Continued)

Variable
Number
Drill involving black
students

Theoretical: percentage
of drill (teacher ques
tion followed by black
student response, more
teacher questions, more
black student response,
etc.) which involves
black students
Operational:
tallies in area 9____
tallies in areas 9, 10

Drill involving white
students

Theoretical: percentage
of drill (teacher ques
tion followed by white
student response, more
teacher questions, more
white student response,
etc.) which involves
white students
Operational:
tallies in area 10
tallies in areas 9, 10
Theoretical: percentage
of drill (teacher question
followed by student re
sponse, more teacher
question, more student
response, etc.)
Operational: percentage
of tallies in areas 9 & 10

Black response

Theoretical: percentage
of student conforming re
sponse to teacher idea or
question which is black
Operational:
tallies in column 6^
tallies in columns 6n , 7-,
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Table 6 (Continued)

Variable
Number
13

Name
Black initiated
talk

Definition
Theoretical: percentage
of student initiated
expression of own ideas,
thoughts, or concerns which
is black
Operational:
tallies in column 62
tallies in columns 62 , 72

14

Black derogatory
talk

Theoretical: percentage
of student response to
teacher or fellow student
which is rude, disrespect
ful, or insulting engaged
in by blacks
Operational:
tallies in column 6^
tallies in columns

15

Black nonderogatory
talk

6 y 7^

Theoretical: percentage
of nonderogatory student
talk which is black
Operational:
tallies in columns 6^, 62
tallies in columns 6^, 62 ,

V ?2
16

Black talk

Theoretical: percentage
of student talk which is
black
Operational:
tallies in columns 6^, 62 ,
tallies in columns 6^, 62 , '

7V 7Z»
17

White response

Theoretical: percentage
of student response to
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Table 6 (Continued)

Variable
Number

Name

17 (continued)

Definition
teacher idea or question
which is white
Operational:
tallies in column 7^
tallies in columns 6^, 7^

18

White initiated talk

Theoretical: student ini
tiated expression of own
ideas, thoughts, or con
cerns which is white
Operational:
tallies in column 72
tallies in columns 6g, 72

19

White derogatory talk

Theoretical: student re
sponse to teacher or fel
low student which is rude
disrespectful, or insult
ing engaged in by whites
Operational:
tallies in column 7^
tallies in columns 6^, 7^

20

White nonderogatory
talk

Theoretical: percentage
of nonderogatory student
talk which is white
Operational:
tallies in columns 7 - 72
tallies in columns 6^, 62 ,

7V 72

21

White talk

Theoretical: percentage
of student talk which is
white
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Table 6 (Continued)

Variable
Number

Name

21 (continued)

Definition
Operational:
tallies in columns 7-^> 72
tallies in columns 6^, 62 ,
V

22

Student Response

?2 ’

Theoretical: student con
forming response to teacher
idea or question
Operational: percentage of
tallies in columns 6^, 7^

23

Student Initiated
talk

Theoretical: student ini
tiated expression of own
ideas, thoughts, or con
cerns
Operational: percentage
of tallies in columns 62, 7£

2k

Student derogatory
talk

Theoretical: student re
sponse to teacher or fel
low student which is rude,
disrespectful, or insult
ing
Operational: percentage
of tallies in columns 6^, 7^

25

Student nonderogatory
talk

Theoretical: student talk
which is not derogatory
Operational: percentage
of tallies in columns 6.,,
«2> V

26

Student talk

72

Theoretical:
talking

students are

Operational: percentage
of tallies in columns 6_,
62» S ’ 7l* 72 ’ 73
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4-7
Table 6 (Continued)

Variable
Number
Restrictive teacher
feedback to non
derogatory black talk

Theoretical: percentage
of restrictive teacher
feedback (directions and
criticisms) to nonderoga
tory student talk which is
aimed at nonderogatory
black student talk
Operational:
tallies in area 20____
tallies in areas 20, 21

Restrictive teacher
feedback to non
derogatory white
talk

Theoretical: percentage of
restrictive teacher feed
back to nonderogatory stu
dent talk which is aimed
at nonderogatory white
student talk
Operational:
tallies in area 21____
tallies in areas 20, 21

29

Restrictive teacher
feedback to derogatory
black talk

Theoretical: percentage
of restrictive teacher
feedback to derogatory
student talk which is aimed
at derogatory black student
talk
Operational:
tallies in area 24____
tallies in areas 24, 25

30

Restrictive teacher
feedback to derogatory
white talk

Theoretical: percentage
of restrictive teacher
feedback to derogatory
student talk which is
aimed at derogatory white
talk
Operational:
tallies in area 25____
tallies in areas 24, 25
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Table 6 (Continued)

Variable
Number
Teacher acceptance

Theoretical: percentage
of teacher acceptance
(praises, encourages, ex
pands on student ideas)
of nonderogatory student
talk which is aimed at
nonderogatory black student
talk
Operational:
tallies in area 22____
tallies in areas 22, 23

Teacher acceptance of
nonderogatory white
talk

Theoretical: percentage
of teacher acceptance of
nonderogatory student talk
which is aimed at nonderoga
tory white student talk
Operational:
tallies in area 23____
tallies in areas 22, 23

Teacher acceptance of
derogatory black talk

Theoretical: percentage
of teacher acceptance of
derogatory student talk
which is aimed at deroga
tory black student talk
Operational:
tallies in area 26
tallies in areas 26, 27

34

Teacher acceptance of
derogatory white talk

Theoretical: percentage
of teacher acceptance of
derogatory student talk
which is aimed at deroga
tory white student talk
Operational:
tallies in area 27
tallies in areas 26, 27

Restrictive teacher
feedback to nonderoga
tory student talk

Theoretical: percentage
of restrictive teacher
feedback to nonderogatory
student talk
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Table 6 (Continued)

Variable
Number

Name

35 (continued)

36

Restrictive teacher
feedback to deroga
tory student talk

Definition
Operational: percentage
of tallies in areas 20, 21
Theoretical: percentage
of restrictive teacher
feedback to derogatory
student talk
Operational: percentage
of tallies in areas 24, 25

37

Teacher acceptance of
nonderogatory student
talk

Theoretical: percentage
of teacher acceptance of
nonderogatory student
talk
Operational: percentage
of tallies in areas 22, 23

38

Teacher acceptance of
derogatory student
talk

Theoretical: percentage
of teacher acceptance of
derogatory student talk
Operational: percentage
of tallies in areas 26, 27

39

Nonderogatory black
response to nonderoga
tory black talk

Theoretical: percentage
of nonderogatory black
response to nonderogatory
student talk which is
aimed at nonderogatory
black talk
Operational:
tallies in area 39
tallies in areas 39 > **0

40

Nonderogatory black
response to nonderoga
tory white talk

Theoretical: percentage
of nonderogatory black
response to nonderogatory
student talk which is
aimed at nonderogatory
white talk
Operational:
tallies in area 40____
tallies in areas 39 > 40
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Table 6 (Continued)

Variable
Number
41

Name
Nonderogatory white
response to nonderoga
tory white talk

Definition
Theoretical: percentage
of nonderogatory white
response to nonderogatory
student talk which is aimed
at nonderogatory white talk
Operational:
tallies in area 41
tallies in areas 41, 42

42

Nonderogatory white
response to nonderoga
tory black talk

Theoretical: percentage
of nonderogatory white
response to nonderogatory
student talk which is
aimed at nonderogatory
black talk
Operational:
tallies in area 42
tallies in areas 41, 42

43

Nonderogatory student
response to nonderoga
tory student talk

Theoretical: percentage
of nonderogatory student
response to nonderogatory
student talk
Operational: percentage
of tallies in areas 39 >
40, 41, 42

Nonderogatory black
response to deroga
tory black talk

Theoretical: percentage
of nonderogatory black
response to derogatory
student talk which is
aimed at derogatory black
talk
Operational:
tallies in area 43
tallies in areas 43, 44

45

Nonderogatory black
response to derogatory
white talk

Theoretical: percentage
of nonderogatory black
response to derogatory
student talk which is
aimed at derogatory white
talk
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Table 6 (Continued)

Variable
Number

Name

4-5 (continued)

46

Nonderogatory white
response to derogatory
white talk

Definition
Operational:
tallies in area 44
tallies in areas 43, 44
Theoretical: percentage
of nonderogatory white
response to derogatory
student talk which is
aimed at derogatory white
talk
Operational:
tallies in area 46
tallies in areas 45, 46

47

Nonderogatory white
response to derogatory
black talk

Theoretical: percentage
of nonderogatory white
response to derogatory
student talk which is
aimed at derogatory black
talk
Operational:
tallies in area 45
tallies in areas 45, 46

48

Nonderogatory student
response to derogatory
student response

Theoretical: percentage
of nonderogatory student
response to derogatory
student response
Operational: percentage
of tallies in areas 43,
44, 45, 46

49

Derogatory black re
sponse to nonderogatory
black talk

Theoretical: percentage
of derogatory black re
sponse to nonderogatory
student talk which is
aimed at nonderogatory
black talk
Operational:
tallies in area 50
tallies in areas 50, 51
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Table 6 (Continued)

Variable
Number
50

Name
Derogatory black
response to nonde
rogatory white talk

Definition
Theoretical: percentage
of derogatory black re
sponse to nonderogatory
student talk which is
aimed at nonderogatory
white talk
Operational:
tallies in area 51
tallies in areas 50, 51

51

Derogatory white
response to nonde
rogatory white talk

Theoretical: percentage
of derogatory white re
sponse to nonderogatory
student talk which is
aimed at nonderogatory
white talk
Operational:
tallies in area 53
tallies in areas 52, 53

52

Derogatory white
response to nonde
rogatory black talk

Theoretical: percentage
of derogatory white re
sponse to nonderogatory
student talk which is
aimed at nonderogatory
black talk
Operational:
tallies in area 52
tallies in areas 52, 53

53

Derogatory student
response to nonde
rogatory student
talk

Theoretical: percentage
of derogatory student
response to nonderogatory
student talk
Operational: percentage
of tallies in areas 50,
51, 52, 53

5^

Derogatory black
response to deroga
tory black talk

Theoretical: percentage
of derogatory black re
sponse to derogatory
student talk which is
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Table 6 (Continued)

Variable
Number

Name

54- (continued)

Definition
aimed at derogatory black
talk
Operational:
tallies in area 54tallies in areas 54-, 55

55

Derogatory black
response to deroga
tory white talk

Theoretical: percentage
of derogatory black re
sponse to derogatory stu
dent talk which is aimed
at derogatory white talk
Operational:
tallies in area 55
tallies in areas 54-, 55

56

Derogatory white
response to deroga
tory white talk

Theoretical: percentage
of derogatory white re
sponse to derogatory
student talk which is
aimed at derogatory white
talk
Operational:
tallies in area 57
tallies in areas 56, 57

57

Derogatory white
response to derogatory
black talk

Theoretical: percentage
of derogatory white re
sponse to derogatory stu
dent talk which is aimed
at derogatory black talk
Operational:
tallies in area 56
tallies in areas 56, 57

58

Derogatory student
response to deroga
tory student talk

Theoretical: percentage
of derogatory student
response to derogatory
student talk
Operational: percentage
of tallies in areas 54-,
55, 56, 57
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Table 6 (Concluded)

Variable
Number
59

Sustained white
student initiated
talk

Theoretical: percentage
of sustained student ini
tiated talk which is white
Operational:
tallies in cell (72 j 72)
tallies in cells (62,

6^)

* (72 , 72)
60

Sustained black
student initiated
talk

Theoretical: percentage
of sustained student ini
tiated talk which is black
Operational:
tallies in cell (62, 62)
tallies in cells (6~, 6?)
& (72 , 72)

Sustained acceptance

Theoretical: percentage
of time in which teacher
accepts, expands on, praises,
or encourages student ideas
Operational: percentage
of tallies in the (5> 5)
cell
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Pictorial Operational Definitions
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TABLE 7

SECONDARY STUDENT OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE

This is not a test because there are no right or 'wrong answers.
We are interested in your opinion about this class and school based
upon the whole year. No one in your school will see your answers
. . .DO NOT WRITE YOUR NAME. Follow the directions.
Directions: Think about the entire school
year. Using the code shown at the right,
circle the letter that best tells how you
feel about each question. After everyone
is finished, the papers will be collected.

N
L
S
M
A

=
=
=
=
=

Code
Never
Little of the time
Sometimes
Most of the time
Always

Little
1.
2.

3.

k.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

11.
13.
14.
15.
l6.

Are the ideas presented at a level
you can understand?
Is this teacher fair and impartial
in his treatment of all students
in the class?
Is this classroom orderly but also
relaxed and friendly?
Do you feel that this teacher likes
you?
Is this class interesting and
challenging?
Does this teacher have respect for
the things you say in class?
Does this teacher encourage you to
raise questions and express ideas
in class?
Is this teacher able to see things
from your point of view?
Does this teacher become angry when
little problems arise in the class
room?
Do you feel free to give your own
ideas and express your own opinions
in this class?
Do you like to be called on in this
class?
Do you feel like you learn a lot in
this class?
Do you like most of your teachers?
Do you like this school?
Are the students in this school
friendly?

N

L

Some
Always
Most
S

M

A
A

N

L

s

■M

N

L

s

M

A

N

L

s

M

A

N

L

s

M

A

N

L

s

M

A

N

L

s

M

A

N

L

s

M

A

N

L

s

M

A

N

L

s

M

A

N

L

s

M

A

N
N
N

L
L
L

s
s
s

M
M
M

A
A
A

N

L

s

M

A
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ELEMENTARY STUDENT OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE
Code
This is not a test because there are
N = Never
no right or -wrong answers. We want to find
L = Little ofthe time
out how you feel about school. Think aS = Sometimes
bout the whole year when you mark your ansM = Most of thetime
wer. No one from your school will see
A = Always
your answers. DO NOT 'WRITE YOUR NAME.
FOLLOW THE DIRECTIONS.
Never
Some
Always
EXAMPLES
Little
Most
A. Do you think you should have school
S
N
L
M
A
on Saturdays?
S
A
B. Boys talk more than girls.
N
L
M
QUESTIONS
1. Do you understand what your teacher
says when she talks to you? (Like
when she explains things)
2. Is your teacher fair?
5- Do the kids in your class behave?
4. Does your teacher like you?
1- Is your class fun?
6. Does your teacher think what you say
is important?
7. Does your teacher want you to ask
questions and give vour ideas in class?
8. Is it okay if your idea is different
from your teacher's idea?
9. Does your teacher get angry when little
problems come up in class?
10. Do you feel free to tell your ideas in
class?
11. Do you like to be called on in this
class?
12. Do you feel like you learn a lot in
your class?
13. Do you worry about other students
picking on you?
14. Do you like your teacher?
15. Do you like your school?
16. Are the children in your class
friendly?

N
N
N
N
N

L
L
L
L
L

S
S

s
s
s

A
A
A

M
M
M
M
M

A
A

A

N

L

s

M

N

L

s

M

A

N

L

s

M

A

N

L

s

M

A

N

L

s

M

A

N

L

s

M

A

N

L

s

M

A

N
N
N

L
L
L

s
s
s

M
M
M

A
A
A

N

L

s

M

A
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have been demonstrated by the Educator Feedback Center which has
used the questions in hundreds of classroom analyses.

Similar

wide usage has been made of the other two instruments previously
cited.

At the elementary level, trained observers helped stu

dents respond by reading each item to the class, answering questions,
and in general helping the children understand the questions.

Procedures

During the months of May and June in 1971 the present writer
was asked to assist in carrying out the Kalamazoo Desegregation
Study— Phase I, under the leadership of Dr. William Coats, Western
Michigan University.

The purpose of the study was to gather base

line data about classroom verbal interaction patterns prior to
desegregation of the schools.

Besides verbal interaction variables,

student and teacher opinions were studied.

The Kalamazoo study

also examined the correlation between student opinions and teacher
perceptions of student opinions.
The research findings generally showed that classroom verbal
interaction patterns did not vary from school to school regardless
of racial composition of the classrooms, nor did student opinions
vary significantly due to race.

Grade levels did produce signifi

cantly different student opinions.

Finally the correlation between

teacher perceptions of student opinions and actual student opinions
was very low.
Once again the purpose of Phase I of the Kalamazoo Desegregation
Study was to gather base line data for future research.

The present
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writer felt little if any examination was given to the relationships
between student opinions and particular verbal interaction variables.
It was with this relationship in mind that the present investigator
undertook the current study.
The investigator assisted in training twenty-five observers
to collect the necessary classroom data.

These observers were

drawn from a cross section of the community in terms of race, sex,
age, schooling, and philosophy.

On June 7 and 8 two full days were

devoted to giving the observers intensive training in the use of the
Coats' Biracial Interaction Analysis Classification System.

The

training involved the progressive use of audio and video tapes of
classroom verbal interaction.

Most of the training took place at

the university, but the final half day took place in an actual
elementary classroom situation.

All observers collected data on

this same classroom situation in an effort to develop consistency
or reliability.

After two days of training it was felt the observers

had achieved acceptable inter-observer reliability in the use of
the behavior classification system.

The observers were then divided

into four groups and assigned to four supervisors, including the
present investigator.

This division enabled closer supervision and

was designed to further aid in insuring the reliability of the
observers.

Observer guidelines’*" were handed out to observers and

were discussed in each of the four groups.

The observers were

brought in a week later and given further training related to

■*"See Appendix, Number 3
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administering student opinion questionnaires.

This last procedure

made it possible for students to write their opinions without having
their teacher present during the task.

Throughout most of the data

collection period observers and supervisors met daily to solve
various difficulties if any.
The observers conducted their observations over a two week
period.

Twelve of the fifty allotted hours were used for the two

days of training which left thirty-eight hours for classroom obser
vations.

On the average, four classrooms were assigned to each

observer.

Each observer was asked to obtain approximately seven

hours of observation data during those times when the classroom
was in some type of group learning mode.

The extra hours allowed

for "biding" time while classrooms were not in a group learning
mode.

Almost all observers were able to achieve the maximum of

seven hours of interaction analysis per classroom.
Friday, June 18, observers administered the elementary and
secondary student opinion questionnaires.

A brief letter'*' ex

plaining the purpose of the questionnaires was shown to teachers
by the questionnaire monitor.
structions

2

Monitors also read a list of in-

to students and gave special help to students at the

elementary level by "walking through" each questionnaire item
with the students.

■*■366 Appendix, Number

k

2

See Appendix, Number 5
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Data Analysis

Interaction analysis data and responses of students to the
opinionaire questions were transformed to I.B.M. punched cards.
This conversion required approximately ^00 hours.

Data analyses

were performed by Mr. Charles Townsend, who wrote a number of
special purpose programs for processing the data on the PDP-10
computer systems at Western Michigan University.
Analyses involved establishing the mean scores for the inter
action variables and student opinion questions.

Pearson r corre

lation coefficients were then computed to determine the magnitude
of relationships for all variables.

A correlation matrix for the

student opinion questions was then computed.

The Fisher Z trans

formation statistic was used to determine if significant dif
ferences existed between correlation coefficients for different
sample populations.

Chapter III has reviewed the problem, described the sample
of the study, explained the instruments used, detailed the pro
cedures involved, and described the data analysis.

Research

findings are reported and discussed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

The specific objectives of the study, as given in Chapter I,
were:
1.

What are the relationships between student opinions

and classroom verbal interaction patternsT
2. a.

What are the relationships between student

opinions and classroom verbal interaction patterns for black stu
dents and white students?

b.

Do relationships between student

opinions and classroom verbal interaction variables vary signifi
cantly by race?

c.

What are the relationships between black

student opinions and black verbal interaction patterns?
3. a.

What are the relationships between student opin

ions and verbal interaction patterns for second grade, fourth grade,
seventh grade, and tenth grade students?

b.

Do the relationships

between student opinions and verbal interaction patterns vary sig
nificantly with grade levels?

k. a.

What are the relationships between student opin

ions and classroom verbal interaction patterns for students in high
socio-economic classes, middle socio-economic classes, and low
socio-economic classes?

b.

Do the relationships between student

opinions and classroom verbal interaction patterns vary significantly
with the socio-economic level of the class?
5.

What are the correlations between different questions

62
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on the student opinion questionnaire?
Presentation of data analysis follows in the order in which
these questions were raised.

The results of data analyses are pre

sented in summary form for all questions.
The summary tables include all significant Pearson r correla
tion coefficients for the .05, .01, and .001 probability levels.
Where testing the difference between two correlation coefficients
was called for the Fisher Z transformation statistic was utilized.
In the present study correlation coefficients for all the
following tables represented the exbent to which student opinion
scores and classroom verbal interaction scores varied together in
a linear fashion.

A perfect positive correlation between student

opinions and verbal interaction patterns was 1.00.

A perfect nega

tive correlation between the previously cited variables was -1.00.
A score of .00 would indicate no correlation or no relationship
between the two variables.

If, for example, a correlation score

of -.26 occurred between the student opinion question "do you like
your teacher?" and the interaction variable "lecture", then the
following statements were in order.

In classes where students

stated they liked their teacher the amount of lecture time in that
class went down.

In classes where students gave their teacher a

low likeness score the amount of lecture time went up.

In both

of the above examples the score of -.26 meant that a negative re
lationship existed between student opinion scores and the verbal
interaction scores.

Both variables in question varied together,

but in opposite directions.

If the correlation score between the
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variables was .26 then both variables would have varied together
in the same direction, or in a positive way.

A higher student

opinion score on teacher likeness would also indicate a higher
score for lecture.
The correlational relationships shown in the following tables
indicate whether the student opinions and verbal interaction rela
tionships varied together or not and the degree of the relationship.
No causal relationships were implied by the various analyses.
To assist the reader in the examination of the tables a com
plete list of the interaction variables, together with their
abbreviations are listed below.

21 Verbal Interaction Variables for all Students
1. SA
2. VC
3. L
if. i/d
5. c
8. R
11. D
22. SR
23. SIT
2k. SDT
25. SNT
26. ST
35. RTF
NST
36. RTF
DST
37. TA
NST
38. TA
DST
43. NSR
DST
if8. DSR
DSR
53. DSR
NST

sustained acceptance
vicious circle
lecture
indirect to direct teacher ratio
confusion
rebellion
drill
student response
student initiated talk
student derogatory talk
student nonderogatory talk
student talk
restrictive teacher feedback
to nonderogatory student talk
restrictive teacher feedback
to derogatory student talk
teacher acceptance of
nonderogatory student talk
teacher acceptance of
derogatory student talk
nonderogatory student response
to derogatory student talk
derogatory student response
to derogatory student response
derogatory student response
to nonderogatory student talk
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58.
6l.

DSR
DST
SST

derogatory student response
to derogatory student talk
sustained student talk

20 Verbal Interaction Variables for Black Students
6.
9.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
27.
29.
31.
33.
39.
42.
44.
47.
49.
52.
54.
57.
60.

BR
DIBS
BR
BIT
BDT
BNT
BT
RTF
NBT
RTF
DBT
TAM
BT
TAD
BT
NBR
NBT
NWR
NBT
NBR
DBT
NWR
DBT
DBR
NBT
DWR
NBT
DBR
DBT
DWR
DBT
SBS
IT

black rebellion
drill involving black students
black response
black initiated talk
black derogatory talk
black nonderogatory talk
black talk
restrictive teacher feedback to
nonderogatory black talk
restrictive teacher feedback to
derogatory black talk
teacher acceptance of nonderogatory
black talk
teacher acceptance of derogatory
black talk
nonderogatory black response to
nonderogatory black talk
nonderogatory white response to
nonderogatory black talk
nonderogatory black response to
derogatory black talk
nonderogatory white response to
derogatory black talk
derogatory black response to
nonderogatory black talk
derogatory white response to
nonderogatory black talk
derogatory black response to
derogatory black talk
derogatory white response to
derogatory black talk
sustained black student
initiated talk

Research Questions

Question 1:

Is there a relationship between student student opinions
and classroom verbal interaction patterns?

Table 9 contains the summary correlation coefficients for the
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entire sample in row 17.

Of the twenty-one verbal interaction

correlations only five relationships between student opinions and
verbal interaction patterns appeared to be statistically significant.
Out of 357 possible cells sixty-nine proved to be statistically
significant at the .05 level or above.

The results of the analysis

in line 17 indicated that student opinions were most significantly
related to student talk variables and not to teacher talk variables.
Verbal interaction variables 22 (student response), 25 (student
nonderogatory talk), 26 (student talk), and ^3 (nonderogatory stu
dent response to nonderogatory student talk) were all found to be
significantly related to student opinions at the .05 level.

Item

53 (derogatory student response to nonderogatory student talk) was
also significantly related to student opinions at the .05 level in
three classrooms out of a possible 97While the overall negative relationship between student opinion
questions and the verbal interaction variable 3 (lecture) was only
significant at the .16 level, seven student opinion questions re
lated significantly to the verbal variable lecture at the .01 or
.05 level.
The lecture variable correlated negatively to student opinions
11 through 15.

For example, when students gave positive perceptions

about being called on in class, learning a lot in class, liking
their teacher, and liking school, there was also found a drop in the
amount of lecture; if they gave negative opinions to these questions,
then lecture increased.
Table 9 revealed that only those interaction variables related
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TABLE 9
CORRELATIONS OF STUDENT OPINIONS WITH VERBAL
INTERACTION VARIABLES FOR ENTIRE SAMPLE
Abbreviated Student
Opinion Questions

21 Verbal Interaction Variables

SA
1
1 . understands teacher

VC
2

L
3

i/d
4

C
5

R
8

D
11

-.29

3. kids behave

.31

-.25

.23

-.25

.39

*35
?3§ - M

ST
26

RTF
NST
35

RTF
DST
36

TA
NST
37

TA
DST
38

NSR
NST
43

-.32

8. can disagree -with
teacher

-.29 -.29

-.31

M

.28

.32

.22

.22

NSR
DSR
48

DSR
NST
53

DSR
DST 33 x
61
58

M

-•39 -739

-737

7. ask questions-ideas

- M

-.70

*99

.21

.22

.21

-.98

•99
.20

.25
-.22

-.98

11. like to be called on

-.26

12. learn a lot in class

-.30

13. others picking on you

-.32

lb, like teacher
15- like school

-.22

.20

'•39

.30

.36

35
.33

•33

.33

*35

?39

739

*%7

- M

*37

.31

.31

735

-.26

.22

.25

.24

.24

.23 -.07 -.14

.20

.20 -.08 - 5 7

16. friendly classmates
17. total

SNT
25

.70

•29

6 . your talk important

10. free-express-ideas

SDT
24

.24

4. teacher likes you

9. teacher-angry easy

SIT
23

.22

-.24

2. teacher fair

5 . class fun

SR
22

.70

-.23
.13 -.14 -.12

.06 -.14 -.07

.18

Note— Only significant Pearson r's are listed plus totals for all cells.
*p < s05
**p
< .0 1
< .0 0 1

.06

.00

.24

.66

.99

.17 .04

68
to student talk significantly related to student opinions.

While

most significant relationships between student talk and student
opinions were positive it was noted that student opinion questions
dealing with class behavior (question 3) and whether teachers felt
what students said was important (question 6) were negatively corre
lated with student talk variables.

Question 2:

a.

What are the relationships between student opinions

and classroom verbal interaction patterns for black
students and white students?

b.

Do correlations

between student opinions and verbal interaction vari
ables within different racially composed classrooms
vary significantly from other different racially com
posed classrooms?

c.

What are the relationships

between black student opinions and black verbal
interaction patterns?

Table 10 shows the significant correlations between student
opinions and twenty-one verbal interaction patterns for black
students.

There were no overall significant relationships between

student opinions and verbal interaction variables at the
ability level.

.05 prob

There were eighteen significant cells within the

table.
The investigation of black student correlations in Table 10
indicated that student opinion questions 3, 9, and
the most significant correlations.

13

contained

These questions dealt with

children's behavior in class, whether or not the teacher got angry
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TABLE 10
CORRELATIONS OF STUDENT OPINIONS WITH VERBAL
INTERACTION VARIABLES FOR BLACK STUDENTS
Abbreviated. Student
Opinion Questions

21 Verbal Interaction Variables
SA
1

VC
2

L
3

c
5

i/d
b

R
8

D
11

SR
22

SIT
23

SDT
2b

SNT
25

ST
26

RTF
NST
35

RTF
DST
36

TA
NST
37

TA
DST
38

NSR
NST
b3

NSR
DSR
b8

DSR
NST
53

1. understands teacher

DSR
DST 3ST
61
58
•90

2, teacher fair

.31

3* kids behave

-.32

•33

b. teacher likes you

5.

class fun

6. your talk important
7. ask questions-ideas

1.00

8. can disagree with
teacher

-.29

9. teacher-angry easy

.33

.33

-.99

10. express ideas

.37

.99

11. like to be called on

.30

12. learn a lot in class

13.

others picking on you

•37

.6'6
.99

.30

•33

lb. like teacher

15.

like school

16. friendly classmates
17. total
Note— *p

.31
.27

< .05

.03 -.08

<.01

.11 -.01
< .001

-.09

•lb

.18 -.10

.22

.11

.11 -.05

.92
.00

.18

.00

.21

.80

.00

•52 .lb

70
over little problems, and whether black students worried about
other students picking on them.
disturbance in some way.

All these questions related with

The one relationship between student

opinion questions and verbal interaction variables most signifi
cant throughout dealt with nonderogatory student response to deroga
tory student response.
Table 11 shows all the significant relationships between stu
dent opinions and verbal interaction patterns for white students.
In the investigation of white student correlations in Table
11 it appeared that the number of significant relationships be
tween white student opinions and verbal interaction patterns were
more than three times that of black students shown in Table 10.
Only black student opinion questions dealing with disturbance
correlated with verbal interaction patterns.

White student sig

nificant relationships between opinion questions and verbal inter
action variables dealt with some disturbance type questions but
also with others dealing with class fun (5), teacher respect for
student thoughts (6), being called on (ll), and learning a lot
(12).

For white students most significant relationships between

student opinions and verbal interaction variables dealt with stu
dent response and student talk.

Question 2:

b.

Do correlations between student opinions and

classroom verbal interaction variables vary sig
nificantly by race?

Displayed within Table 12 are the significant differences
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CORRELATIONS OF STUDENT OPINIONS WITH VERBAL
INTERACTION VARIABLES FOR WHITE STUDENTS
Abbreviated Student
Opinion Questions

21 Verbal Interaction Variables

SA
1

VC
2

1. understands teacher

L
3

i/d
4

C
5

R
8

D
11

SR
22

SIT
23

SDT
24

SNT
25

ST
26

RTF
DST
36

TA
NST
37

TA
DST
38

NSR
NST
43

NSR
DSR
48

-.34

3• kids behave

-.30

.31

.28

4. teacher likes you
5 • class fun

.29

6. your talk important

-.29

'.44

M -.20
-M
3

-.11
.26

.25

735 -.25

.20

Jo

-.31

.23

7. ask questions-ideas

-.31

1:00

-•39

-M

-.27
.24
.24

-35

--39

.29

.24

8. can disagree with
teacher

-iToc

9. teacher-angry easy

.26

10. free-express-ideas

.22

12. learn a lot in class

-.24

13. others picking on you

-.29

.25

3 35
M M

•37

-.23

16. friendly classmates

-.24
.18 -.19 -.07

.12 -.12 - =07

*35
•23

31 3§

35
31

14. like teacher

< .01

.24
-.93

-M

**p

.97

J2

-.12

11. like to be called on

lq. like school

DSR DSR
NST DST 5ST
6l
58
53
.95

2. teacher fair

17. total

RTF
NST
35

-.97
---

M M

.30

.22

.22

.20

.16

.16 -.08 -.57

-.24
.15

.21 -.09 -.08

.05

.00

.19

.56

.99 -.13- .01
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between correlation coefficients between student opinions and
verbal interaction variables for different racially composed
classes.
An examination of these analyses revealed that there were
only three verbal interaction variable correlations that underTrent significant change as a result of a change in the racial
composition of the class.

The amount of the relationship be

tween student opinions and the verbal interaction variables for
restrictive teacher feedback to nonderogatory student talk in
creased for all students when comparing all white to majority
black classes, or majority white to majority black classes.

The

relationship between student opinions and verbal interaction vari
ables for nonderogatory student response went from positive to
negative for all students when comparing majority white to majori
ty black.

For black students the relationship between student

opinions and verbal interaction variables for both sustained
acceptance and restrictive teacher feedback to nonderogatory stu
dent talk became more negative when comparing majority white to
majority black classes.
There were no significant differences between correlation
coefficients for verbal interaction and student opinions for
secondary students.

Question 2:

c.

What are the relationships between black student

opinions and black verbal interaction patterns?

Tables 13, 1^, and 15 give the significant correlations between
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TABLE 12

SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES FOR CORRELATIONS BETWEEN OVERALL STUDENT
OPINIONS AND VERBAL INTERACTION VARIABLES IN CLASSROOt©
HAVING DIFFERENT RACIAL COMPOSITION

Elementary Classes

Verbal Interaction Variable

r

All White
to
Majority Black

35-Restrictive teacher feed
back to nonderogatory
student talk

-.10

Majority White
to
Majority Black

35-Restrictive teacher feed
back to nonderogatory
student talk

-.18

43-Nonderogatory student re
sponse to nonderogatory
student talk

1-Sustained acceptance

z

2 .47^

Students

r

all

-.89

2.25*

all

1 .74*

all

2.22*

black

2.26*

black

-.89

.19
-.52

.41
-.76

35-Restrictive teacher feed
back to nonderogatory
student talk

Note— *p

< .05

**p

< .01

-.06
-.94
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black verbal interaction variables and black student opinions.
Table 13 shows that there were no overall significant rela
tionships between student opinions and verbal interaction variables
for elementary black students in majority black classes.
In Table 13 it appeared that a strong positive relationship
existed between black student opinions, question 3 > and black talk
variables in majority black classes.
Table 14 indicates the number of significant relationships be
tween black student opinions and black verbal interaction variables
in majority white elementary classes.
Line 17 of Table 14 shows that there were three overall sig
nificant relationships between student opinions and verbal inter
action variables, along with twenty significant cell relationships.
Two of the three relationships dealt with black student opinions
and black student talk.

The third relationship dealt with student

opinions and teacher acceptance of nonderogatory talk.
positive correlations would

All three

seem to indicate that when black students

were positive toward their classroom climate, as measured by the
student opinionaire, there was also found a positive increase in
the three verbal interaction variables consisting of black talk
and teacher acceptance of nonderogatory black talk.
Significant relationships were found between student questions
1, 6, 9> and 15 and various types of black student talk.

The first

three questions dealt with their teacher, the last with their like
ness for school.

Black student talk and black elementary student

opinions were less apt to have significant relationships between
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TABLE 13
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CORRELATION OF ELEMENTARY BLACK STUDENT OPINIONS WITH BLACK
VERBAL INTERACTION VARIABLES IN MAJORITY BLACK CLASSES
Abbreviated Student
Opinion Questions

20 Verbal Interaction Variables
DI
BS
9

BR
6

BR
12

BIT
13

BDT
14

BNT
15

BT
16

.75

.75

RTF
NBT
27

RTF
DBT
29

TA
NBT
31

TA
BDT
33

NBR
NBT
39

NWR
NBT
42

NBR
DBT
44

NWR
DBT
47

DBR
NBT
49

DWR
NBT
52

DBR
DBT
54

DWR
DBT
57

SBS
IT
60

1. understands teacher
2. teacher fair
3. kids behave

•h

.b

A. teacher likes you
5. class fun
6. your talk important
7. ask questions-ideas
8. can disagree with
teacher
9. teacher-angry easy
10. free-express-ideas

•9'7

11. like to be called on
12. learn a lot in class
13. others picking on you
14. like teacher
15. like school
16. friendly classmates

Note— *p

-.95
.00

17. total
< .05

.27 -.07

< .01

.36

.00

.27 [.35

.00 -.72

.00

.47 -.06

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.27
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TABLE 14
CORRELATION OF ELEMENTARY BLACK STUDENT OPINIONS WITH BLACK
VERBAL INTERACTION VARIABLES IN MAJORITY WHITE CLASSES
Abbreviated Student
Opinion Questions

20 Verbal Interaction Variables
BR
6

DI
BS
9

BR
12

BIT
13

BDT
14

1. understands teacher

BNT
15

BT
16

RTF
NBT
27

.48

.48

.51

RTF
DBT
29

TA
NBT
31

TA
DBT
33

NBR
NBT
39

NWR
NBT
42

NBR
DBT
44

NWR
DBT
47

DBR
NBT
49

DWR
NBT
52

DBR
DBT
54

DWR
DBT
57

SBS
IT
60

M

2. teacher fair
3. kids behave
4. teacher likes you

-.90

5. class fun

-.51

6. your talk important

:§6

.47

.50

.63

7. ask questions-ideas
8. can disagree with
teacher
9. teacher-angry easy

.55
. 60 . 60

-.56

-.Si

10. free-express-ideas
11. like to be called on
12. learn a lot in class
13. others picking on you
Iff. like teacher
15. like school

M

M

.55

M

M

.37

16. friendly classmates
17. total
Note— -p

.43
< .05

< .01

.37

.34

.00
<.001

.00

.59

.00 -.06

-.IS .00

.00

.00

.00

.00 |.00

.27

class behavior type questions and verbal interaction variables
than were those black students in majority black classes.
Table 15 includes all significant relationships between second
ary black student opinions and black verbal interaction variables
in majority white classes.
Table 15 indicates that there were no significant overall
relationships between student opinions and verbal interaction
variables and oniy thirteen cells contained significant relation
ships for secondary black students.
The findings of Table 15 would seem to indicate that black
verbal behavior were predicated on whether or not they felt other
students were picking on them, or their feelings toward their
teacher, or whether or not they felt other children were friendly.
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TABLE 15
CORRELATION CE SECONDARY BLACK STUDENT OPINIONS WITH BLACK
VERBAL. INTERACTION VARIABLES IN MAJORITY WHITE CLASSES
Abbreviated Student
Opinion Questions

20 Verbal Interaction Variables

BR
6

DI
BS
9

BR
12

BIT
13

BDT
lA

BNT
15

BT
16

RTF
NBT
27

RTF
DBT
29

TA
NBT
31

TA
DBT
33

NBR
NBT
39

NWR
NBT
A2

NBR
DBT
AA

NWR
DBT
A7

DBR
NBT
A9

DWR
NBT
52

DBR
DBT
5A

DWR
DBT
57

SBS
IT
60

1 . understands teacher
2, teacher fair
3 . kids behave
A. teacher likes you
5 . class fun
6 . your talk important
7 . ask questions-ideas
8. can disagree with
teacher
9. teacher-angry easy
:10. free-express-ideas

-.50

11. like to be called on
12. Learn a lot in class
:13. others picking on you
1A. like teacher

Jl

Jo
-.53

-73

.70

.57

_M

-M

15. like school
16. friendly classmates

Note— -p

< .05

-.57

-?79
...08 -.lA -.01 -.11. .00 -.19 -.19 -.06

i17. total

**p

< .01

***p

< .001

.00 -.01

.00 -.02

,2A

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00|—.20

Question

3‘

a.

What are the relationships between student opin

ions and verbal interaction patterns for second grade,
fourth grade, seventh grade, and tenth grade students?
b.

Do the relationships between student opinions and

verbal interaction variables vary significantly with
grade levels?

Table 16 contains the significant correlations between student
opinion questions and verbal interaction variables for second grade.
There were no overall significant correlations between student
opinions and verbal interaction variables for any of the twentyone variables.

There were nineteen cells that contained signifi

cant relationships between student opinion questions and verbal
interaction variables.
For Table 16 significant relationship trends were hard to
determine.

It appeared that a strong negative relationship existed

between student opinions and the verbal interaction variables of
vicious circle (variable 2).

A generally positive relationship

existed between student opinions and the verbal interaction vari
able indirect to direct teacher ratio (variable ^).
In Table 1? there were no overall significant relationships
between student opinions and verbal interaction variables for
fourth grade.

Eighteen of the cells between student opinion

questions and verbal interaction variables were significantly re
lated.
An inspection of eighteen relationships between student opin
ions and verbal interaction variables for fourth grade revealed
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TABLE 16
CORRELATIONS OF STUDENT OPINIONS WITH VERBAL
INTERACTION VARIABLES FOR SECOND GRADE
Abbreviated Student
Ooxnion Questions

21 Verbal Interaction Variables
SA
1

1. understands teacher

VC
2
-.58

L
3

i/d
4

c
5

R
8

D
11

SR
22

SIT
23

SDT
24

SNT
25

ST
26

.37

.36

RTF
NST
35

RTF
DST
36

TA
NST
37

TA
DST
38

NSR
NST
43

NSR
DSR
48

DSR
NST
53

DSR
DST
58

61

.39

2. teacher fair

.41

-.52

3. kids behave
4. teacher likes you
5. class fun

-.37

6. your talk important

-.4o •59
-.38

7. ask questions-ideas

-.40 -.40

8. can disagree with
teacher
9. teacher-angry easy
10. free-express-ideas
11. like to be called on
12, learn a lot in class

-.52

13. others picking on you

.35

14. like teacher

.5o

15. like school

.13J-.26

17. total
Note— *p

< .05

-.36
-.53

16. friendly classmates

< .01

.28

.32 -.31

-.11

< .001

.01 -.16 1 .26 -.15 -.01 -.02 -.24

.00

.01

.00

.09

.00

.00

.00 .30
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TABLE 17
CORRELATIONS OF STUDENT OPINIONS WITH VERBAL
INTERACTION VARIABLES FOR FOURTH GRADE
Abbreviated. Student
Opinion Questions

21 Verbal Interaction Variables
SA
1

VC
2

L
3

i/d
b

c
5

R
8

1. understands teacher

SR
22

SIT
23

SDT
2b

SNT
25

ST
26

RTF
NST
35

RTF
DST
36

TA
NST
37

TA
DST
38

NSR
NST
b3

NSR
DSR
1*8

DSR
NST
53

DSR
DST
58

SST
61

.72

| 2. teacher fair
3* kids behave

D
11

-.52
-.52

-.72

b
.teacher likes you
5- class fun
6.

your talk important

*
-35

-M

7. ask questions-ideas
8. can disagree with
teacher
; 9. teacher-angry easy

M

•39

; 10. free-express-ideas
; 11. like to be called on

-.39
-.£1

12. learn a lot in class
: 13. others pick on you

lb.like teacher
15. like school

-Xl

•35

-.98

-.36

-Xb

-.1

-.36

16. classmates friendly
-.25 -.10

17. total
Note— ';:p

< .05

**p < -01

.16

-.2b-.ob

•09

.16 -.21 -.01 -.59 -.25 -.26

.17

.00

.03

.00 -.23

.00

.00 - M

.09

that fourteen of the correlations were negative.
tive correlations found in variable

The four nega

k indicated when students were

positive toward the fairness of their teacher, that their teacher
felt what they said was important, and that they liked their teacher
and liked school, then there was less indirect to direct teacher
talk.
Positive student opinions of fourth graders related similar
to those of second graders in regard to sustained acceptance and
indirect to direct teacher talk.

In both second and fourth grades

positive student opinions related classroom climate variables
negatively to both teacher sustained acceptance (variable l) and
indirect to direct teacher talk (variable ^).
For seventh grade students Table 18 indicates that there were
no overall significant relationships between student opinion questions
and verbal interaction variables, but there were ten significant
cell correlations r~
Of the ten significant relationships between student opinions
and verbal interaction variables, only two were negative correlations.
One of the negative relationships occurred between the student
question Do you like your teacher? and the verbal interaction vari
able, lecture.

If students stated that they liked their teacher,

then it was also found that there was less lecture occurring in
that class.
A negative relationship existed between the student opinion
question dealing with the friendliness of classmates and the vari
able sustained acceptance.
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TABLE 18
CORRELATIONS OF STUDENT OPINIONS WITH VERBAL
INTERACTION VARIABLES FOR SEVENTH GRADE
Abbreviated Student
Opinion Questions

21 Verbal Interaction Variables
SA
1

VC
2

L
3

i/d
4

C
5

R
8

D
11

SR
22

SIT
23

SDT
24

SNT
25

ST
26

RTF
NST
35

RTF
DST
36

TA
NST
37

TA
DST
38

NSR
NST
43

NSR
DSR
48

DSR
NST
53

DSR
DST
58

SST
61

1. understands teacher
2. teacher fair
3. kids behave
4. teacher likes you
5. class fun
6. your talk important
7. ask questions-ideas

•52

8. can disagree with
teacher
9. teacher-angry easy
10. free-express-ideas

•54

.57

11. like to be called on
12. learn a lot in class
13. others picking on you
14. like teacher

.48

-.52

.61

.61

.22

.22

15. like school
16. friendly classmates
17. total
Note— *p

-.II

.58

.29 -.19 -.21
< .05

< .01

.41

.05

.05

.08

.22 -.01

.00

.08

.00

.19

.00

.12

.00

.00

.00

- * 06

A strong relationship existed between question 14, how well
students liked their teacher, and the interaction variables of lec
ture and student talk (variables 3 5 22, 25, 26, 48).
In concluding an examination of Table 18, it was noted that
exactly one-half of all significant relationships for seventh grades
were brought about by their responses to how they liked their teacher
and the verbal interaction variables.

No other grade level had as

many significant relationships between question 4 and the inter
action variables.
Table 19 indicates that there were no overall significant
relationships between student opinions and verbal interaction vari
ables for tenth grade students.

There were twelve significant

cell relationships between student opinions and interaction vari
ables.
In concluding the analysis of Table 19, it was noted that the
tenth grade significant cell relationships between student opin
ions and verbal interaction variables were the strongest correla
tions among all grades.

Eight of the twelve relationships found

in the tenth grade were between questions 11, 12, and 13, which
dealt with being called on in class, worry about their peers, and
whether they learn a lot in class, and the verbal interaction vari
ables.

These relationships contrasted strongly with seventh grades,

which had no significantly related cells for these same questions.
Tenth grade relationships tended to center around the students*
feelings about themselves and toward their teacher with student
talk interaction variables.
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TABLE 19
CORRELATIONS OF STUDENT OPINIONS WITH VERBAL
INTERACTION VARIABLES FOR TENTH GRADE
Abbreviated. Student
Opinion Questions

21 Verbal Interaction Variables

VS
2

SA
1

L
3

i/d
b

c
5

R
8

D
11

SR
22

SIT
23

SDT
2b

SNT
25

ST
26

RTF
NST
35

RTF
DST
36

TA
NST
37

TA
DST
38

NSR
NST
b3

NSR
DSR
b8

DSR
NST
53

DSR
DST
58

61

1. understands teacher
2. teacher fair
3. kids behave
b. teacher likes you

-.98

5. class fun
6. your talk important
7. ask questions-ideas
8. can disagree -with
teacher
9- teacher-angry easy
10. free-express-ideas

-J?

11. like to be called on

.70

13. others picking on you

•b

lb. like teacher

Jo Jo

•59

12. learn a lot in class

•5b

•57
-.|8
-.62

-.58

-.56

!15. like school
i16. friendly classmates
.6b

!17. total
Note— *p

< .05

**p

.01

< .01

.01

.25

.lb

.56 -.03 -.16

.02 -.62 -.07 -.07

.38

.00

.38

.00 -.07

.00

.00

.00

.05

Question 3:

b.

Do the relationships between student opinions

and verbal interaction variables vary significantly
with grade levels?

Table 20 gives all significant relationships that occurred
between overall student opinions and verbal interaction variables
when second grades were compared with fourth, seventh, and tenth
grades.
When all students of the second grade were compared with all
students of the fourth grade, the only correlation that significantly
changed was between student opinions and the verbal interaction
pattern number 4, indirect to direct teaching.

The relationship

for the amount of indirect teaching went down in the fourth grade.
The indirect to direct teaching relationship with the student
opinion questions appeared to lessen for black students.

Five

other significant relationships between student opinions and ver
bal interaction variables for black students appeared to shift
significantly when both second and fourth grades were examined.
Three of these relationships between the interaction variables
student response and student talk with student opinions became
more negative in direction in the fourth grade.

Two of the relation

ships dealing with student opinions and verbal interaction variable
5, initiated and sustained student talk, became more positive in
their direction in the fourth grade.
In comparing the second to seventh grade relationships, the vari
able 3, lecture, was less for white student opinions.

Variable 8, student
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SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES OF CORRELATIONS BETWEEN OVERALL
STUDENT OPINIONS AND VERBAL INTERACTION VARIABLES
FOR DIFFERENT GRADE LEVELS

Grade Levels

2nd grade
to
4th grade

Verbal Interaction Variables

r

4-indirect to direct ratio

.32
-.24

2.03*

4-indirect to direct ratio

.74
-.24

1.73*

22-student response

Z

.70
.32

2.77*

23-student initiated talk

-.61
.09

-1.85*

25-student nonderogatory talk

.60
-.28

2.27*

26-student talk

.60
-.28

2.2?"

61-sustained student talk

-.55
.28

-2.09*

61-sustained student talk

•36
-.08

1.71*

Students

all

black

white

(continued)
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Table 20 (Concluded)

Grade Levels

Verbal Interaction Variables

2nd grade
to
7th grade

3-lecture
22-student response

5-confusion

2nd grade
to
10th grade

35-Restrictive teacher feed
back to nonderogatory
student talk
5-confusion

8-rebellion

r

.35
-.19

1.81*

-.26
.25

1.70"

-.31
.14

-1.72"

-.24
.38

-1.68*

-.23
-.89

1.96*

-.10

-M
Note— *p

< .05

**p

< .01

Z

-1.91*

Students

White

all

black

white

response moved from a negative relationship in second grade to a
somewhat positive relationship in seventh grade for white students.
When second and tenth grade relationships were compared be
tween student opinions and verbal interaction variables for all
students it was found that the variable confusion and the restrictive
teacher feedback variable shifted from negative relationship to
a positive relationship.

For black students in the same grade

levels the variable confusion became an even greater negative re
lationship.

The variable rebellion became a stronger negative

relationship for white students as second and tenth grades were
compared.
In concluding the analysis of Table 20 it was noted that
black students had the most significant relationships, but their
significance in either direction generally became less at higher
grade levels.

The relationship between student opinions and the

variable confusion was an exception.

At higher grade levels the

relationship between student opinions and verbal interaction vari
able confusion for all students became slightly positive for
blacks it became more negative.
Table 21 shows all significant differences between correla
tion coefficients that occurred when comparisons were made between
student opinions and verbal interaction patterns for fourth,
seventh, and tenth grades.
In examining fourth grade to seventh grade significant changes
in the correlations between student opinions and the four verbal
interaction variables it was noted that all four correlations
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TABLE 21

SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES OF CORRELATIONS BETWEEN
OVERALL STUDENT OPINIONS AND VERBAL INTERACTION
VARIABLES FOR DIFFERENT GRADE LEVELS

Grade Levels
4th grade
to
7th grade

4th grade
to
10th grade

Note— *p

r

4-indirect to direct ratio

-.24
.41

2,20*

8-rebellion

-.53
.24

-1.77*

35-restrictive teacher feed
back to nonderogatory
student talk

-.56
.25

-2.15*

4-indirect to direct ratio

-.10
.39

-1.65*

1-sustained acceptance

-.25
.64

1.65*

1-sustained acceptance

.27
.19

-1.80*

-.02
-.89

2.22*

5-confusion

7th grade
to
10th grade

Z

Verbal Interaction Variables

Students
all

black

white

all

black

black

< .05

VO

o

91
moved from negative to positive directions.

Those significant

relationships between student opinions and verbal interaction
variables were as follows: for all students, the indirect to
direct ratio; for black students, rebellion and restrictive teach
er feedback; and for white students, the indirect to direct teacher
talk ratio.
In examining the fourth grade to tenth grade classes, the one
significant relationship between student opinions and the variable
sustained acceptance varied in an opposite direction for black
students when compared with all students.
The only significant relationship for seventh and tenth grade
comparisons dealt with student opinions and the variable confusion
for black students.

The correlation became more negative.

This

last cited correlation may have meant that if black student opin
ions were positive, then the amount of confusion time in class was
smaller.
Table 21 showed that none of the significant relationships
between student opinions and verbal interaction variables that
changed related closely to student talk, but were more closely re
lated to variables generally controlled by teacher talk.

Question 4:

What are the relationships between student opinions
and classroom verbal interaction patterns for elemen
tary students from high socio-economic classes, middle
socio-economic classes, and low socio-economic classes?
b.

Do these relationships between student opinions
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and classroom verbal interaction patterns vary sig
nificantly with the socio-economic level of the class?

Contained within Table 22 are all the significant relation
ships between student opinions and verbal interaction variables
for high socio-economic classes.

The table indicated that there

were no overall significant relationships, and that there were only
six significant relationships within the cells.
High socio-economic classes were the only classes to show a
significant negative relationship between student opinions and
variable number 35*

When high socio-economic students felt they

understood their teacher when she talked to them then there was
also less restrictive teacher feedback to student talk.
A significant relationship occurred between verbal interaction
variable number one, sustained acceptance, and four of the six
student opinion questions.

When students felt their teacher wanted

them to ask questions, felt free to give their ideas in class, and
liked their teacher, then there was less sustained acceptance ex
hibited by their teachers.

If students felt their classmates were

friendly less confusion took place.
Line 17 of Table 23 indicated that one overall relationship
was significant between student opinions and the verbal interaction
variable number

2k, student derogatory talk.

This significant re

lationship was not found in the high socio-economic group, and had
hardly any relationship in the low socio-economic classes.

Seven

of the eight significant relationships between student opinions
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TABLE 22
CORRELATIONS OF STUDENT OPINIONS WITH VERBAL INTERACTION
_________VARIABLES FOR HIGH SOCIO-BCOUOKEC GROUP________
Abbreviated Student
Opinion Questions

21 Verbal Interaction Variables

SA
1

VC
2

L
3

-.01

.24

i/d
4

C
5

R
8

D
11

SR
22

SIT
23

SDT
24

SNT
25

ST
26

RTF
NST
35

RTF
DST
36

TA
NST
37

TA
DST
38

NSR
NST
43

NSR
DSR
48

DSR
NST
53

DSR
DST
58

SST
61

1 . understands teacher
2. teacher fair
3. kids behave
4. teacher likes you
5 . class fun
6 . your talk important
?. ask questions-ideas

-.59

8 . can disagree with
teacher
9 . teacher-angry easy

.59

10. free-express-ideas
11. like to be called on
12. learn a lot in class
13. others picking on you
14. like teacher
15. like school

-.57
•59

16. friendly classmates
17. total
Note— *p

-.65
.05

< .05

**p

< .01

•17 -.29

.02 -.01 -.09

.06

.00 -.10 -.10

.02

.00

•05

.00

.01

.00

.00

.00 .17
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TABLE 23
CORRELATIONS OF STUDENT OPH'IIOMS WITH VERBAL INTERACTION
_______VARIABLES FOR MIDDLE SOCIO-ECONOMIC C-ROUP________
Abbreviated Student
Opinion Questions

21 Verbal Interaction Variables

SA
1

VC
2

L
3

i/d

6

c
5

R
8

D
11

SR
22

SIT
23

SDT

26

SNT
25

ST

26

RTF
NST
35

RTF
DST
36

TA
NST
37

TA
DST
38

NSR
NST
63

NSR
DSR

68

DSR
NST
53

DSR
DST :3St
61
53

1. understands teacher
2. teacher fair
3- kids behave

-.50

6. teacher likes you
5. class fun
6. your talk important
7. ask questions-ideas
8. can disagree with
teacher

-.98

9. teacher-angry easy

.95

10. free-express-ideas

-.98

11. like to be called on

-J+8

-.§3

12. learn a lot in class
-.5i

13. others picking on you
; lA. like teacher
l 15. like school
16. friendly classmates

.26 -.05

17. total
Note—

< .05

**p

< .01

.05

.1^ -.07 -.06 -.08 -.08 -.02 -.77 -.12 -.12 -.09 -.50

.19

.00 -.02

.00

.00

.00 .03

and verbal interaction variables were negative for middle socio
economic classes.
Table

2k indicated that for low socio-economic classes there

was only one overall significant relationship between student opin
ions and verbal interaction patterns, namely number 58, derogatory
student response to derogatory student talk.

Table

2k for low

socio-economic classes contained the most significantly related
cells between student opinions and verbal interaction patterns,
sixteen.
Table

2k, for low socio-economic classes, was the only table

where a significant relationship existed between student opinions
and interaction variable 58.

Four cells, plus the overall cell,

involving student opinions and verbal interaction variables were
all significant.
In concluding the observations about Tables 22, 23, and

2k it

was noted that the number of significant correlations between
student opinions and verbal interaction patterns -went up as socio
economic classroom level went down.

The low socio-economic classes

strongest relationships involved verbal interaction patterns and
questions 11 and 13, which had to do with being called on in class
and worrying about whether other students were picking on you.
Variable 58, derogatory student response to derogatory student talk,
was significant with student opinions only for the poor socio-economic
classrooms.

Question k:

b.

Do relationships between student opinions and
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TABLE 2b

1

CORRELATIONS OF STUDENT OPINIONS WITH VERBAL INTERACTION

\ __________________________________________VARIABLES FOR LOW SOCIO-ECQNOHEC GROUP_________
Abbreviated Student

Opinion Questions

21 Verbal Interaction Variables

SA
1

VC
2

L
3

i/d
b

C
5

R
8

D
11

SR
22

SIT
23

SDT
2b

SNT
25

ST
26

RTF
NST
35

RTF
DST
36

TA
NST
37

TA
DST
38

NSR
NST
b3

NSR
DSR
b8

..b

1. understands teacher

DSR
NST
53

DSR
DST 3St
61 .
58
.96

2. teacher fair
3. kids behave
b. teacher likes you
5. class fun

-?72

•51

6. your talk important
7. ask q_uestions-ideas
8. can disagree with
teacher

-.53

9. teacher-angry easy
10. free-express-ideas
11. like to be called on

-.56

-.§5

M

.71

.98

12. learn a lot in class
13- others picking on you

-.89

.5%

lb. like teacher
15. like school

-.96
•98

16. friendly classmates
17. total
Note— '*p < .05

-.08
**p

-.k2

< .01

.36 |— .18 j—.29 -.13
***p

< .001

.05 -.b2

.27

.05

J-.26|-.27 -.16

.00

.03

.00 -.2b

.00

.00- 1T00 •33

97
classroom verbal interaction patterns vary signifi
cantly with the socio-economic level of the class?

Table 25 contains the significant relationships between student
opinions and verbal interaction variables for different socio-economic
levels of classes.
For black students it was found that when middle and high
socio-economic classes were compared, significant relationships
between student opinions and black student talk (variables 25,
26) went from negative to positive respectively.
For black students it was found that when low and high socio
economic classes were compared, the significant relationships be
tween student opinions and interaction variable indirect to direct
teacher talk went from a negative relationship to a positive one.
For black students it was found that when low and high socio
economic classes were compared, significant relationships between
student opinions and interaction variable sustained acceptance by
the teacher went from a negative to positive relationship.
Table 25 indicated that only black student opinions and verbal
interaction variables were significantly related to socio-economic
levels.

The higher socio-economic class the black student was in

the more positive were the four relationships between student opin
ions and interaction variables.
Question 5 '• What are the correlations between different questions
on the student opinion questionnaire?
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SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES OF CORRELATIONS BETWEEN OVERALL
STUDENT OPINIONS AND VERBAL INTERACTION VARIABLES
FOR DIFFERENT SOCIO-ECONOMIC CLASSES

Socio-Economic Levels

Middle to High

CD
-o

Verbal Interaction Variables

r

25-student nonderogatory
talk

-,6k

26-student talk

-,6k

o

•3^

.3^

Q.
c
a

Z

-1.66*

Low to High

^--indirect to direct ratio

-.18
.86

-1.89"

2-

Low to Middle

1-sustained acceptance

-.76
.57

-2.38**

Note— *p

< .05

< .01

Black

-1.66*

3
"O
o

o

Students

Black

Black

99
Table 26 shows the intercorrelation of the sixteen student
opinion questions given to 2,353 students in 97 classrooms in
second, fourth, seventh, and tenth grades.
Questions 9 and 13 in Table 26 produced the most negative
relationships with the other questions.

The negative relation

ships were due to the fact that both questions were stated in such
a way that a positive answer involved picking a low numerical an
swer.

All other questions required a high number to give a posi

tive answer.
Some of the most positive relationships between questions were
as follows:
does your teacher like you
is your class fun
like to be calledon in class
can your ideas differ from
teacher
does your teacher like you
does your teacher like you
is your teacher fair

.70 learn a lot in class
.70 learn a lot in class
.68 learn a lot in class
.68
.65
.65
.65

free to give ideas in class
like your teacher
is your class fun
does your teacher like you

Some of the weakest relationships between questions were as
follows:
is your class fun

.00

encouraged to ask questions
and give ideas
teacher thinks what you say
is important
teacher thinks what you say
is important
understand teacher talk

teacher thinks what you say
important

.00

learn a lot in class

.00

like your school

.00
.01

teacher gets angry easily

.01

are classmates friendly
encouraged to ask questions,
give ideas
like to be called on in class

Some of the most negative relationships, outside of questions 3>
9, and 13> were as follows:
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TABLE 26
INTERCORRELATION MATRIX FOR STUDENT
OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE

11

12

13

ik

15

16

17

2k -15 36 29
2. Is your
53 25 12 31 -k3 28
k3
08 62 25 k l -62 k6 -09
3- Kids in
k. Does your teacher like you........... ,100 66 10 -05 27 -19 2k 6k

31

12

27

22

16

51

57

17

72

-38

k5
Ik

38

06

57
-02

Ik

28

70

k7

65

55

30

83

70

36

56

33

32

68

1

1.

5-

2

3

^

5

. .100 36 28 k3
teacher fair............... 100 35 65
your class behave ............ 100 16

Understand teacher talk

Is your class f u n ................. .

6
30

.100

6 . Teacher thinks what you say important ,
7.

Encouraged to ask questions and give ideas,

8.

Can your ideas differ from teacher. . ,

9.

Does teacher get angry easily . . . .

10.

Feel free to give ideas in class. . .

11.

Like to be called on in class . . . .

12.

Learn a lot in class...............

13.

Worry about students picking on you .

Ik.

Like your teacher .................

15.

7
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.100
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52
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28
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100

38

62

52

kl

77

53

33

-10

kl

100

63

Like your school...................

3k
33

65

16.

Are classmates friendly ...........

100

k2

17.

Total average . . . . .

...........

Note— Questions are abbreviated due to space
Decimal points are omitted
N = 97 classrooms

.100

70

teacher thinks what you say
is important
encouraged to ask questions,
give ideas
encouraged to ask questions,
give ideas

-.16 like your teacher
-.08 like your teacher
-.08 like your school

The summary correlations from line 17 of Table 26 were utilized
to determine which questions were most significantly related to all
other questions.

Table 27 provides a ranking of all questions based

on each question's overall relationship to all other questions.
From an examination of Table 27 it was noted which questions
provided the strongest relationships with all other questions.

The

most influential questions were related to, does your teacher like
you, and did you learn a lot in class.

The two questions which had

weakest yet still significant relationships were related to teacher
encouraging students to ask questions, and give their ideas, and did
their teacher think what they said was important.

All questions

were significantly related to each other at the .05 level.

Twelve

of the sixteen questions were significantly related at the .001
level.
The results of Table 27 indicated that whether or not students
felt they had learned a lot in class was to a great extent related
to whether they felt liked by their teacher, felt their teacher
was fair, enjoyed being called on in class, and actually liked their
teacher.

Chapter IV has reported and discussed the research findings.
Chapter V contains the summary of the study, conclusions, implica
tions and recommendations.
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TABLE 27
QUESTIONS IN RANK ORDER OF CORRELATIONS
TO EACH OTHER

Student Opinion Questions

k
12
2

Correlation

Does your teacher like you
Learn a lot in class

.83***
,77***

Is your teacher fair

.72***

11

Like to be called on in class

.71***

Ik

Like your teacher

.70***

Is your class fun

.68***

Like your school

.65***

Can your ideas differ from teacher

.52***

Feel free to give ideas in class

.51***

1

Understand teacher talk

.51***

16

Are classmates friendly

.42***

13

Worry about students picking on you

5
15
8
10

9

Does teacher get angry easily

.41***
-.28**

3

Kids in your class behave

.28**

6

Teacher thinks what you say is important

.27**

7

Encouraged to ask questions and give ideas

.23*

Note— Questions are shortened
*p < .05
**p < .01

***p

< .001
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this chapter the study has been summarized and the results
discussed under four major headings:
2) Conclusions, 3) Implications, and

l) Summary of the study,

k) Recommendations.

Summary of the Study

The writer of this study had previously assisted in a research
project which consisted of determining the relation between verbal
interaction patterns and racial composition of classes based on
the neighborhood school concept.

In that project little if any

examination was given to the relationships between student opinions
and classroom verbal interaction variables.

It was with this rela

tionship in mind that the present study was undertaken.

The basic

design involved correlating the two dependent variables previously
cited together as determined by three independent variables of race,
grade level, and socio-economic background of the students.

The two

student opinion questionnaires developed and utilized were modified
models of instruments used by the Educator Feedback Center at Western
Michigan University.

The classroom verbal interaction information

was gained through the use of a behavior classification system
similar to one developed by Flanders.

Modification of the Flanders

model involved reducing the ten categories to eight.

Flanders' three
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10^
categories indicating various indirect teacher behavior were com
bined into one separate category.

Teacher talk was reorganized to

be designated by numbers one through five, student talk by six and
seven category numbers, and confusion or times when the observer
could not understand the communication patterns by an eighth cate
gory.

Categories six and seven were to differentiate black and

white student talk.

The sample consisted of 97 classrooms, of

which there were 31 second grades, 32 fourth grades, 20 seventh
grades, and 1^ tenth grades, utilizing all but two of the public
schools in Kalamazoo, Michigan.

After observers were given in

tensive training for two complete days, they were sent out to
collect data on verbal interaction patterns in the classroom and
to administer the student opinion questionnaires.

Between four

to seven hours of data were collected on each teacher.

An addi

tional one-half hour was used to administer the student opinionaire.

All data were collected in June, the last month of the 1971

school year.

After the data were collected and placed on computer

cards the information was processed through the computer for a
thorough statistical analysis.

For this study the main statistical

tests utilized were the Pearson r, which was used for the correla
tions between the two variables, student opinion and verbal inter
action, and the Fisher Z transformation, which was utilized to test
for significance between the resulting correlation coefficients
for all classification groups.
The major objective of the study was to determine if there was
a significant relationship between student opinions and classroom
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verbal interaction patterns.

Of the twenty-one verbal interaction

correlations, only five were statistically significant overall
with the sixteen student opinion questions.

Out of 357 possible

significant cell correlations, sixty-nine proved to be statistically
signficant at the .05 level or more.

The following statements

represent the major findings of this study.
1.

Student opinions about classroom verbal interaction

patterns related most significantly to verbal interaction patterns
pertaining to student talk and that phase of teacher talk known as
lecture.

In most cases the greater the amount of student interaction

with teachers and peers, the more favorable were student opinions
about the general classroom climate.

The greater the amount of

teacher lecture in the classroom, the more negative became student
opinions.
2.

There were no consistently significant relationships

between black student opinions and verbal interaction patterns in
the classroom.
3.

There was a consistently positive relationship between

white student opinions of their classroom climate and the amount of
student talk in the classroom.
For all students the greater the number of black
students in the classroom, the stronger the relationship became
between student opinions and restrictive teacher feedback.
5.

There were no significant relationships between black

student opinions and black verbal interaction patterns in majority
black classes.

There was a positive relationship between black
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student opinions and black student talk in majority white classes.
6.

There were no significant relationships between black

student opinions and black verbal interaction patterns in the
secondary classroom.
7.

^

There were no overall significant relationships be

tween student opinions and verbal interaction patterns for grades
two, four, seven, and ten.
8.

When comparisons were made for correlations between

student opinions and verbal interaction patterns for different
grade levels, black students emerged with the largest number, but
the level of their significant correlations became less at each
higher grade.

At each higher grade black student opinions were

less influenced by the amount of student talk and indirect to
direct teacher talk.
9.

The relationships between student opinions and verbal

interaction patterns did not vary significantly with the socio
economic level of the classroom.

The findings did indicate that

significant cell correlations between individual student opinion
questions and verbal interaction patterns did occur more frequently
and were strongest in low socio-economic classes.
For black students in middle socio-economic classes
there was a negative relationship between black student talk and
student opinions, while in high socio-economic classes there was a
positive relationship.

Other variables displaying the same character

istics were the indirect to direct teacher talk ratio and sustained
teacher acceptance.
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10.

The student opinion question dealing with students'

feelings about whether or not their teacher liked them was the most
significantly related question to all other student opinion questions.

Conclusions

It would appear from the results of the study that student
opinions, especially those of white students, about their class
room environment are influenced by the amount and kinds of student
talk that are allowed to take place in the classroom.

Black student

opinions may not be influenced as much by student talk in the class
room as white students because they bring more negative attitudes
to school initially and may not be as susceptible to change by
teacher strategies.

Coats' (1971) study found that black children

had significantly more negative attitudes toward their school than
did white students.

Since the present study found no consistent

significant relationship between black student opinions and verbal
interaction patterns, the writer is led to believe that changing
teacher verbal strategy in the classroom will not alone bring about
more positive black student attitudes.

The total community climate

in which black students live must change in some positive way.
This could mean better homes in better neighborhoods, among other
things.
The relationship between student opinions and verbal interaction
patterns did not vary significantly for grade levels, yet Coats
(1971) found that student grade level was related to student opinions.
In his study the pattern generally found second and fourth graders
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with more positive attitudes than seventh and tenth grades.

In

the present study the factor of grade level alone did not result
in verbal interaction patterns changing student opinions.

It was

the amount of student talk at any grade level that influenced
student opinions.
In general, no significant relationships were found between
student opinions and verbal interaction patterns for various levels
of socio-economic classrooms.

Higher student achievement and more

positive student attitudes are normally found in higher socio
economic classes.

Yet it would appear that student opinions were

not significantly influenced by the verbal interaction patterns
brought about by the changing of socio-economic level alone of
the classroom.

It was the amount of student talk with the teachers

and their peers that influenced student opinions at all socio
economic levels.

It should be noted that for black students and

low socio-economic students negative opinions toward student talk
became positive student opinions at higher socio-economic levels.
The findings of this investigation tended to support the
studies of Flanders (1970) which supported the general hypothesis
that teacher indirectness and flexibility were positively related
to producing positive pupil attitudes.

Students in grades two,

seven, and ten had significant positive relationships between
specific student opinion questions and verbal aspects of indirect
teaching strategies.

Fourth grades were notable exceptions.

Fourth

grade student opinions tended to relate negatively with teacher
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indirect to direct talk strategy.

These fourth grade negative

relationships may have been caused by the curriculum needs of the
fourth grade or by the unique teaching styles of fourth grade
teachers, or some other unknown factor.
The student opinion question dealing with teacher attitudes
toward students produced the strongest relationships to all other
student opinion questions.

This factor of teacher likeness for

their students along with the factor of teacher charisma as identi
fied by Goats (1970) would seem to indicate that the actions and
feelings of the teachers were the strongest single factor, out
side of the home, to influence students' classroom learning climate.

Implications

The basic outcome of the study was a clearer identification
of the specific verbal behavior patterns that related most closely
to student opinions about their classroom environment.

An aware

ness of those kinds of verbal behavior patterns that could be most
helpful in bringing about positive student attitudes concerning
their learning environment should be the goal of all teachers,
educational leaders, and teacher training institutions.

Implica

tions that follow were directed at these three groups:
a.

Teachers
The findings indicated that teachers need to realize that

while increases in lecture tend to insure greater class control,
even in the eyes of their students, it also created in the students
a desire not to be called on in class, less feeling that they learned
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a lot in class, and less admiration for their teacher or school.
Teachers should realize that when students stated they learned a
lot in class, or said they liked their teachers, there was signifi
cantly less lecture and more student talk with teachers and other
students.
b.

Educational leaders
Superintendents and principals should become knowledgeable

in those specific verbal behavior patterns which are most conducive
to strident learning, as well as those that are a hinderance.

In

supervising teachers or observing classes, educational leaders must
be made to realize that what might appear as too much rebellion,
student initiated talk to teacher or students, may not be the result
of poor teaching tactics or control, but may in fact be promoting
an environment in which more learning will take place.
Educational leaders should be held accountable for pro
moting the wider use of trained observers and technology that would
aid in the examination and evaluation of those verbal interaction
patterns that take place in the classroom.

Inservice training

should be conducted to familiarize teachers with the use of inter
action tools and the positive utilization of student feedback.
c.

Teacher training institutions
Teacher training institutions should lead in the encourage

ment of varied research in the areas of verbal interaction techniques
and the development of sophisticated behavior classification systems
designed for various learning purposes.

Prospective student teachers

should be required to take courses that would enable them to carry
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out research in their classrooms once they become teachers.

The

courses should give methods and practical experience in how to
obtain and utilize student feedback and to use the computer in ways
to improve the classroom verbal interaction environment.

Along

with these research courses teachers should be required to take
courses in small group discussion and communications.

Recommendations

Research projects and

procedures suggested by the findings

and limitations of the present study are as follows:
1.

In future studies of a similar nature the behavior

classification system should allow for the identification of both
male and female participants.
2.

A need exists to conduct a study of student opinions

with verbal interaction variables at different times during the
school year.
3.

An effort should be made in future studies to make

the student opinions of classroom climate measure, as close as
possible, the same aspects brought out in verbal interaction
patterns.
4.

Studies should be conducted to compare student

opinions and verbal interaction patterns for classes that vary in
academic achievement.
5.

The same principles found in the two instruments

utilized in the present study could be utilized in college education
classes to gain further insight into the learning environment.
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6.

A comparative study of rural, suburban, and urban

classroom climates should be studied utilizing similar procedures
and instruments found in the present study.
7*

A comparative study between adult education classes

and high school classes taught by the same teachers should be con
ducted using the same instruments and procedures as utilized in this
study.
8.

A modification of both instruments should be con

structed so as to aid in the examination of teacher-principal
interaction relationships.
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Sheet No._
INTERACTION ANALYSIS TALLY SHEET
Observer_

1.

Teacher Code No._______ _

Date ____

2.

Grade Level__________

Hour_____

3.

Subject Taught_

Racial Compo
sition of
Class
Black

White

Unusual Circumstances:
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OBSERVER GUIDELINES
1. Purpose of the study: To observe the verbal interaction patterns
of a classroom and to find out how students see the classroom. We
are not evaluating teachers, students, curriculum; we are not evalu
ating human relations or personalities.
2.

Docheck in with school office when you enter a building.

3. Contact each teacher on Tuesday afternoon, June 8. Introduce
self; tell teacher what you will be doing and arrange a time schedule
for as many of the seven hours as possible.
4. Do tell the teacher or principal my coordinator is _____________ .
A message for him can be placed at phone number 383-199^
5. Do know why you are in building and classroom.
statement to explain your presence.

Work out a brief

6. Do obtain a tentative schedule of teacher’s total group activi
ties schedule by hour and by day.
7. Don't try to be an evaluator.
Offer no opinions. Noadvice.
Don't be anything but an impartial collector of data!
8. Don't discuss observations with anyone! (Principal, students,
neighbors, teachers, friends, or relatives).
9. Don't eat, smoke, or fraternize with any school personnel. Go
to your car or elsewhere for lunch, to smoke, or to take a break.
Lunch is from 11:30 to 12:40.
10.

Don't spend time in the teachers' lounge.

11. Drop point for tally sheets: at the end of each day's obser
vation turn in the complete tally sheets to the Dean's Office, 2nd
floor of Sangren Hall, Room 2306. Extra forms are also available
from that office.
12.

Do act in a polite, impartial manner at all times!

13.

Do remember your job at all times and do it!
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LETTER FOR TEACHERS TO EXPLAIN QUESTIONNAIRE

Dear
It is very important for purposes of the study in which your
class is involved that we get feedback from students. We need to
know how children feel about various components of the classroom.
I, as director of this project, guarantee that no one in your school
system will ever know how students in your class responded to the
questionnaires which we are asking your permission to administer.
As is true with the measures of verbal interaction patterns, I
wi.ll share the feedback with you, and you alone, if you request
it. Incidentally, thousands of teachers throughout the United
States have found this type of feedback to be helpful as indicated
by their use of services of the Educator Feedback Center which I
direct at Western Michigan University.
Be assured that the items in the questionnaire are solid from
a research point of view. Considerable experimentation regarding
these items has been conducted in many different research settings
over a period of several years, and we feel that reactions of stu
dents to the questionnaire are extremely valuable. Our primary
purpose for administering the questionnaires is to determine if
there is a relationship between verbal interaction patterns and
student perceptions of the learning environment as these relate to
racial composition of classrooms. The monitor administering the
questionnaires in each classroom is competent to interpret and
explain the questions so as to obtain student reactions based on
the entire year of experience in your classroom rather than on just
this particular day.
We appreciate your cooperation up to now and hope you find
this request to be a reasonable one. If not, feel free to decline
to participate. Again, thank you very much for your assistance,
and if you have any questions, feel free to call me at 383-1998.
Sincerely,

William Coats, Ph.D.
Director
WDC/aeh
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Instructions for Monitors
APPROACHING THE TEACHER:
1. Greet the teacher before class

begins.

2.

Present the teacher with the introductory letter from
Dr. Coats.

3.

If there are no objections by the teacher, request 15
minutes of class time to allow students to complete the
questionnaire. Try to get the time immediately— other
wise schedule a convenient time.

k.

Provide the teacher with a copy of the questionnaire if
she requests one.

5.

Indicate to the teacher that it is important that she not
be present while the questionnaire is being administered.

ADMINISTERING THE QUESTIONNAIRE:
1. Read the following instructions, exactly as written, to
the class: "Please answer the following questions honestly
and frankly. Do not give your name. To encourage you to
be frank, your regular teacher is absent from the class
room while these questions are being answered. Neither
your teacher nor anyone else at your school will ever see
your answers."
2.

Make sure that students understand that they should answer
the questions regarding their regular teacher and not con
cerning you, the temporary substitute in charge.

3.

Be sure that students understand that they should think
about the whole year when responding to the questions.

k.

Be sure all students understand what they are to do— ele
mentary students should complete the examples before pro
ceeding to the actual questions.

5.

When administering the questionnaire to elementary students,
monitors should read each question and possible response
slowly and clearly— repeat question and possible response.
Check to make sure that the students are completing the
questionnaire properly.

6.

After the questionnaire is completed, collect the forms in ,
such a way that black students and white students are sepa
rated. Place forms in the envelope provided and seal.
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